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ABSTRACT 

 
 

TALMOU SONGS OF THE POUYE OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA: 
STABLE AND MALLEABLE PROPERTIES OF 

A SINGLE-MELODY GENRE 
 

Maria Dianna Lord 
Master of Arts 
with major in 
Applied Arts 

Dallas International University, December 2019 
 

Supervising Professor: Neil R. Coulter 

This thesis analyzes the talmou song and dance genre of the Pouye in Papua New 

Guinea’s Sepik region. After looking at talmou’s relation to other artistic forms and 

cultural themes in PNG and beyond, discussion turns to talmou’s origins, relationship to 

the historical talmou event, and observations about its music, dance, and performance 

attire. Musical components are considered in an investigation of how stable–malleable 

relationships cause practitioners to say all talmou songs share one tune. Differently 

structured texts result in altered renditions of the tune. But because lyrics and melody 

display stable and malleable features, the genre is classified bicentric, not logocentric or 

musicocentric. The conclusion examines stable–malleable relationships’ contributions 

toward the vitality of talmou before its sudden decline in the early 1970s, and how the 

increased malleability of some historically stable elements and continued stability of 

others have positively affected recent revitalization efforts.
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1   Introduction 

August 11, 2016. Our airplane touched down at Yukilau, carrying passengers for 

the first time to a truly local airstrip – the result of 20 years of manual labor by Pouye 

people, young and old, some now deceased. In the Airstrip Opening Celebration that 

followed our arrival, I couldn’t help but appreciate the seemingly anachronistic meshing 

of traditional and contemporary that pervaded the atmosphere. Obligatory orations by 

every high-ranking person in attendance featured use of the newfangled megaphone. And 

among the dancers, sunglasses occasionally peeked out from underneath the colorful 

cassowary-feather headdresses. But despite these novelties to the time-honored 

commissioning ceremony, no one could deny that this was a Pouye celebration at its 

finest. 

After we disembarked and deposited our belongings under the shelter reserved for 

us, Rocky Dede made his way to the hill from which he would give his speech, while I 

stayed with his wife, Wendy, in the audience. The Dedes were SIL1 members who had 

worked with the Pouye in linguistic and community development capacities since 1998. I 

was thankful for the strength of their relationships with the people, particularly in the 

village of Yukilau; as their guest, the Dedes’ relationships naturally extended to me. I had 

spent several of my adolescent years in PNG and already spoke Melanesian Pidgin, the 

language of wider communication. My upbringing also made me aware of the importance

 
1 For more on SIL International, visit https://www.sil.org/about. 
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of such personal connections. When I became interested in arts advocacy and applied 

ethnomusicology, I naturally looked to SIL because I knew it employed language 

workers throughout PNG. Managers of these workers directed me to two teams who 

shared my interest in applied ethnomusicology. After conversations with both, I selected 

the Dedes and the Pouye as the best overall fit. 

The Dedes had carried out their work with the blessing and under the authority of 

the Christian Brethren Church of Yukilau; I followed suit. The church not only dealt with 

the purely religious aspects of life but also organized a majority of the community’s work 

projects and provided a convenient way to spread messagesquickly throughout the 

village. I worked under the church and lived in the home of Area Pastor Simon and his 

family whenever I stayed in Yukilau without the Dedes. Each living situation, as well as 

my brief visits to other Pouye villages, revealed different aspects of the culture. Unless 

otherwise noted, I present personal observations from my three trips to Yukilau, totaling 

six months between August 2016 and July 2017. 

1.1   Overview of the Pouye Context 

The traditional Pouye 

land lies within Lumi District of 

Sandaun Province in Papua New 

Guinea. Of the 1,400 Pouye 

speakers, about 1,100 of them 

live in one of the seven main 

Pouye villages (Dede and 
Fig. 2.   Map of Pouye area. 
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Reuter 2011, 5). Mautilau flows seamlessly into Yukilau, which the Pouye cite as their 

original village, but the other five lie anywhere from a two- to six-hour walk away. Six of 

the villages use the Standard Dialect; villagers from Maurom speak what Steve Ferree 

labels the Maurom Dialect. The dialects mainly differ in phonology. Although a 

sociolinguistic survey revealed only 81% cognate between dialects, Ferree believed the 

actual figure to be higher. He found no grammatical differences and observed nearly 

complete mutual intelligibility (2000, 84–86). 

Although culturally Sepik, the Pouye own breezy mountainous land with more 

remote river access, rather than the more stereotypical lowland swamps. Their situation 

on the edge of a front boundary leads to violent windstorms, in addition to the deluges 

typical of any tropical climate. Their relatively low elevation allows for sago production, 

which acts as daily sustenance and helps carry them through times of draught. 

In Pouye society, arts almost always serve a function, so men and women 

naturally engage in the artistic ventures that further their respective duties. Traditionally, 

Pouye men carried the responsibilities of housebuilding, protecting their families (and, by 

extension, villages) from enemies, and hunting and fishing. For housebuilding, they used 

architectural skills. For warfare, men created bows and arrows, spears, and shields; and 

for hunting and fishing, additional types of arrows. But success in battle and hunting also 

necessitated gaining the favor of spirits, which involved correctly performing talmou2, 

one of the four major singsing (TP; “song and dance rituals”). Men also played 

 
2 Non-English terms are in Pouye unless otherwise specified with TP (Tok Pisin, or Melanesian 

Pidgin) 
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significant roles in kamawana and riiriin (singsing for healing) and yokuota (a singsing 

for cousins in the youth age group3). Such performances required men to carve and 

perform on ei (large log slit-gongs; TP “garamut”) or arye (single-head hourglass drums; 

TP “kundu”). They additionally had to assemble the proper finery: armbands, legbands, 

headdresses, belts, you tau (penis gourds), decorative leaves, earth-tone body paint, and 

in the case of yokuota, the giant yokuota masks. Men also played various signals on the ei 

to announce deaths, gatherings, and community work days across villages; however, 

these did not have a complex language-coding system in remembered history. 

Contemporary Pouye life does not typically involve warfare, which diminishes 

the impetus to fashion weapons. Before, preventing enemy weapons from breaching 

walls of homes led to sturdy construction using branches of sago palms. Now, decreased 

warfare has encouraged people to adapt their housebuilding styles by using woven 

bamboo walls found in other areas of the country. Practically, this increases wind flow; 

artistically, it allows men more creativity in choosing from a variety of weaving patterns. 

Hunting and fishing methods themselves have not changed, though the preparatory 

talmou ritual ceased around the 1970s, along with the riiriin, yokuota, and kamawana 

rituals mentioned above. Due to general lack of use, younger generations have little 

opportunity to learn how to perform them. Occasionally, kamawana songs that are 

optional to the healing ritual itself make reappearances at commissioning services when a 

 
3 From my own informal observations, “youth” usually includes teenagers and young married 

people. Once people have children, they transition into the category of mothers or fathers. I do not know if 
marital status affects participation in yokuota. Interviewees described yokuota as an exchange ceremony for 
cousins occurring prior to initiation into talmou and the spirit house. Both seem like important rites of 
passage, but I am not sure which, if either, traditionally initiated a man into adulthood. 
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government official comes or before a new building starts to be used. Since 2016, the 

Pouye churches have held an annual “Pouye Day” to repurpose their traditional singsing 

to align with their new religious convictions; it remains to be seen whether and how this 

will significantly alter the course of Pouye artistry long-term. The Christian Brethren 

Church’s coming in the 1970s brought its own “praise” and “worship” songs in 

Melanesian Pidgin, some of which the Pouye have translated into their own language. 

Unlike traditional music, people of both genders take part in singing church music. Men 

usually accompany it on guitar and battery-powered keyboard, if available. Rather than 

announcing church gatherings with the ei, they blow a conch; however, they continue to 

use ei to announce community work days, nonreligious meetings, and school. The school 

signals I observed differed from the traditional ones I learned in music lessons. They 

appear to provide more specific temporal information, but I did not learn how to interpret 

them. 

Traditionally, women raised children, gathered and gardened plant-based food, 

fished, processed sago, cooked, and participated in singsing; their arts corresponded to 

these tasks. They sang to help their babies sleep and wove wraps to facilitate carrying 

them around. They wove apii (string bag; TP “bilum”) or fashioned bags from black 

palm leaves to carry food back to the house. They wove nets for fishing. They used work 

rhythms to get into a groove while processing sago, and created contraptions to help 

process its pith into flour at the location of each new felled tree. They carved and 

decorated cooking utensils. They danced and cooked for singsing; for yokuota, they also 
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sang. Their finery bore many similarities to the men’s, but with string skirts as covering 

instead of gourds. 

The function of most women’s arts has remained stable, but the materials have 

modernized. Rather than weaving wraps to carry babies, they often now tie wraps of 

purchased fabric. String to weave bags and fish nets used to come exclusively by 

processing the inner bark of the man (Gnetum gnemon species; TP “tulip”) tree. While 

some women still use this natural resource, others now use industrially produced yarn for 

bags (which, while wearing out more quickly, offers more variety in color) and plastic 

string for fishing nets. Similar to the men, women have generationally lost cultural 

knowledge related to singsing arts. In the church’s recent repurposing of singsing, the 

women have joined in singing, perhaps because everyone typically sings in church. Men 

normally play instruments at church services. The church organized a short course in 

2016 to teach guitar basics to about 20 women so they could accompany themselves at 

women’s worship meetings rather than singing a cappella. 

A few categories of Pouye art had no direct functional purpose other than leisure, 

though in some cases they had indirect functions. For example, the Pouye did not seem to 

tell traditional stories in order to teach a moral; however, internalizing the collection of 

semi-mythical, semi-historical stories certainly affects worldview development. Current 

generations seem somewhat familiar with the stories, but storytelling events and perhaps 

even informal storytelling are losing traction. The children’s arts I observed revolve 

around play: drawing pictures in the sand and playing jew’s harps. 
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1.2   Theoretical Framework for Understanding the History of Talmou 

The fact that Pouye arts serve a function plays a significant role in their historical 

development. Pouye people value good food and safety. Before the 1970s, they believed 

that the good talmou spirits gave them power to “pull pigs”4 and win battles when they 

performed the talmou ritual. As long as they retained the same values and beliefs they 

continued to pass on the knowledge of how to perform talmou through normal cultural 

methods. In the 1970s, changes in religious beliefs (described in the third chapter) did not 

change people’s values or belief in the power of talmou spirits. However, people reached 

a general consensus that the power of talmou spirits was not good. As a result, music shift 

became a significant part of the culture shift of that decade. In 2015, some members of 

the Pouye community attended a “Culture Meets Scripture” workshop5. At that time, they 

began considering aspects of their abandoned traditions that aligned with their current 

religious beliefs. When I began my visits in 2016, hoping for opportunities to practice 

applied ethnomusicology, I found community leaders interested in music revitalization 

and eager to collaborate with me in reimagining a contemporary version of talmou. My 

thesis itself will not likely contribute further to this goal, because people obtain 

traditional knowledge and skills through observation and mimicry rather than by reading. 

Nevertheless, the research upon which I have based this thesis guided me as I assisted in 

revitalization efforts during my residency. In this section, I will discuss literature on each 

 
4 When people could not hunt successfully, it meant that wild pigs were no longer living in the 

close hunting grounds. After performing talmou, the spirits would intervene by “pulling pigs” closer to the 
villages, thus giving hunters easier access and for all practical purposes, increasing the number of pigs. 

5 For more on this workshop, visit http://pngtraining.sil.ac.pg/culture-meets-scripture/. 
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key topic in the development of talmou: good food and warfare, ritual and power, culture 

shift, and applied ethnomusicology. 

Many cultures have some sort of food hierarchy, whether this manifests itself in 

the stratification of consumption habits by class or a perception of feast or famine 

depending on the availability of a particularly prized food. Peter Farb and George 

Armelagos describe foods that have become important to a culture in these ways as 

having a symbolic status (1980, 97–98). They examine the correlation between prestige 

and manner of cooking observed by Claude Lévi-Strauss. Lévi-Strauss identified roasted 

foods as typically prestigious, masculine, and suitable for festive occasions, and boiled or 

steamed foods as common daily standards for women and children. He extends this and 

other principles beyond the area of his research to a nearly worldwide phenomenon, 

which Farb and Armelagos give counterexamples to challenge. Nevertheless, his 

observations reflect a tendency of several cultures, including the Trumai, Yagua, and 

Jívaro Indians of South America, the Ingalik Eskimo of Alaska, and the Maori of New 

Zealand (104–108). 

For other cultures, the type of food carries more weight than the manner of 

cooking. The Hadza of Tanzania eat a high proportion of plant foods, but primarily value 

meat and describe themselves as hunters. James Woodburn notes that, “the Hadza place 

such emphasis on meat as proper food and treat vegetable foods as so thoroughly 

unsatisfactory in comparison that they are apt to describe themselves as suffering from 

hunger when they have less meat than they would like. In fact, there is never any general 

shortage of food even in time of drought” (1968, 52). The Wamiran culture that borders 
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the Wamira River and Goodenough Bay in PNG displays a contrasting tendency to 

consider the taro crop as the litmus test for a year of plenty or a year of famine. Kahn 

reports that “Taro alone is considered satisfactory food because, in contrast to other 

comestibles, ‘it sits inside one’s stomach like stone.’” (1986, 34). 

The Pouye seem to place a similar level of value on pigs and sago as the most 

highly prized food, but with slightly different nuances. Ferree and Ferree observed that 

pigs outrank all other hunted game (1996, 55–56). When people described times of 

famine to me, they would often start by saying, “Mipela sindaun nating, kaikai tulip” 

(TP; “We sat down without anything, eating greens”). They would elaborate by listing 

meats that they had not eaten for a long time, especially pig. Nevertheless, sago, not pig, 

has earned the term ayiimta (true food). This term is used in a metaphorical sense in the 

song “Jisas Yipri Namkɨ Ayɨmta”6 (Jesus is the Bread of Life) (Pouye Song Translation 

Committee, Ferree, and Ferree 1994, 14). The literal word constituents include the noun 

ayii (food) and the intensifier “-mta” (really; truly). Depending on the noun, the 

intensifier can introduce additional implications, according to Dede and Reuter’s 

examples: 

(72)  nɨp-ɨmta 

trail-INT 

‘real/big trail’ 

 

 
6 Since 1994 the Pouye have changed the barred i to a double i in their orthography. I use the 

current orthography except in direct quotes from printed literature. 
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(73)  aya-mta 

         father-INT 

         ‘real father’ (infers having many children) 

         (2011, 23). 

Thus, sago is linguistically established as the most real or true food in Pouye 

culture. Because of the complementary nature of sago and pig, these foods do not 

compete for the position of most prized. Rocky Dede explained that the best meal a 

Pouye person can imagine is yau tiipa—pig (yau) and jelly sago (tiipa) eaten together. If 

these two foods have relatively equal status, why is famine explained in terms of lack of 

pig and other meat and never lack of sago? Ferree and Ferree note that sago palms take 

years to grow, and may not even be eaten by the same generation that planted them 

(1996, 45–46). Rocky Dede explained that sago palms may not thrive during times of 

general food shortage, but they still provide important sustenance that crops with a 

shorter lifespan cannot. For this reason, the Pouye were less severely affected during the 

2015 drought than regions of PNG that relied more heavily on tubers and other garden 

food. Therefore, famine relates primarily to lack of pig because the Pouye people do not 

experience a lack of sago. 

Identifying a time as a time of famine or a time of plenty can also serve as a 

statement about the state of human relationships for some PNG cultures. For Wamirans, 

having enough food means that relationships are intact, whereas being hungry indicates 

the presence of bad relationships. This relates to the virtue of generosity. People are 

considered virtuous when they do not eat too much and are obligated to share food with 
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others when they have been seen with it. They connect negative experiences in their lives 

with a prior failure to share food with someone who deserved it, an association supported 

by several Wamiran myths. To have enough food, then, expresses that everyone has been 

appropriately generous, which has maintained good relationships and limited the 

occurrence of unfortunate events (Kahn 1986, 34–35, 39–41). 

The connection between having enough food and good relationships is not always 

based on the virtue of generosity, according to Deborah Gewertz. The Sepik Iatmul and 

Sawos societies maintain civility not in spite of but because of consistently unequal barter 

rates when they trade fish and sago. The Iatmul trade fish for the Sawos’ sago at a rate 

that roughly equalizes number of hours worked but ignores the much more demanding 

nature of processing sago. Gewertz argues that Sawos women willingly trade at unfair 

rates not because they lack other sources of fish but because the Iatmul have a 

significantly greater military strength. The Sawos view unfair trade as the price of vital 

peace with the Iatmul, a dynamic underscored in their own myths (1983, 18–31). 

The connection between food and peace is more ironic for the semi-nomadic 

Tsembaga people of Madang. At the time of Roy Rappaport’s research (1968), the groups 

in that area customarily hosted a year of feasting for one another to signify the end of 

their agreement to remain in a truce. The ritual cycle progressed through the stages of 

war, planting rumbim to signify the beginning of a truce, peace, amassing sufficient pigs 

for a year of feasting with neighboring groups, uprooting the rumbim, hosting a yearlong 

kaiko festival, and returning to war. The stage of war allowed but did not require enemies 

to attack each other. A group with rumbim planted could not attack others but could be 
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attacked by others and fight defensively. The Tsembaga classified a place as good if it did 

not take too many years to amass enough pigs to host the kaiko when living there. The 

more pigs a society could provide during the kaiko, the more prestige they gained. These 

groups focused on breeding and raising their own pigs rather than hunting, though they 

occasionally traded for piglets. Increasing the number of domesticated pigs created its 

own challenges. More pigs created more work for their owners, increased vulnerability to 

others’ attacks because of the need to spread out dwelling places, and caused internal 

fighting over gardens destroyed by pigs. During a kaiko, neighboring groups avoided 

attacking the host group because it would only diminish their own ability to partake in the 

feasting (8, 153–166). 

These three examples illustrate different approaches to the interaction of 

relationships and feeling satisfied by the food available. Mutual sharing and displays of 

generosity make Wamirans feel that they are in a time of plenty. The Iatmul obtain the 

sago they cannot produce for themselves at low cost through intimidation. The Sawos use 

their ability to provide sago as a peace-keeping mechanism. The Tsembaga and other 

groups nearby raise pigs in order to gain prestige in the eyes of their guests. Guest groups 

refrain from attacking a host group during their kaiko in order to take full advantage of 

the feasting. 

In my interactions with Pouye people, they measured food scarcity by the 

availability of pig meat for the entire community and described the traditional solution of 

performing talmou together. This level of cooperation makes it seem unlikely that they 

would have been expressing a psychological state of famine caused by poor relationships. 
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If hunts were repeatedly unsuccessful, they had relatively few options to procure pig meat 

by eating their own animals or acquiring it through trade. In my observation, people 

rarely owned more than one or two pigs at a time. According to Rappaport’s research, an 

average healthy Tsembaga woman would not be able to carry out her other 

responsibilities if she had to care for more than four pigs. These responsibilities included 

“gardening for herself and her family, cooking, tending her children, and manufacturing 

such items as net bags, string aprons, and loin cloths, to say nothing of socializing and 

procreating” (1968, 158). At the beginning of the 1962 kaiko, only one woman was 

tending six pigs, four were tending five, and the remaining 61 women over age ten were 

tending four or fewer. The ratio of full-grown pigs to females was only 2.4 pigs to one 

woman. If these are the figures for a society that has amassed as many domesticated pigs 

as they thought reasonably possible, it is not surprising that the hunting-and-gathering 

Pouye own relatively fewer. In some cases, people are raising pigs to fulfill social 

obligations, and therefore they may not eat the pig at any time they choose, even if 

hunting has not been productive lately. 

Pouye people sometimes are able to procure pig meat through social obligations 

such as bride price payments, death payments, or buying the meat from a sister’s husband 

or a cross-cousin (Ferree and Ferree 1996, 47). The first two examples depend on other 

events and may not occur during a pig famine. Buying meat from particular relatives or 

slaughtering one’s own pig could temporarily mitigate the effects of famine but would 

not provide a long-term solution. 
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When hunting continued to be poor for an extended period of time, talmou 

allowed them to perform magic and seek help from powerful spirits. The Pouye were not 

alone in practicing magical and spiritual solutions to prevent or shorten famines. The Sio 

in northeast PNG feed their dogs a particular kind of fiery onion as a magical preparation 

for a hunt (Harding 1985, 47). The peasants of highland Bolivia make offerings to 

Pachamama (Earth Mother) when preparing the ground and when sowing. They ask 

permission before they cut into her to dig irrigation ditches, and they pray that she would 

enable their crops to bear fruit and not rot. At harvest, they make thank offerings to her 

(Harris 2000, 207–208). 

Performing talmou could also act as a magical and spiritual solution to achieving 

victory in battle. According to Bruce Knauft, Melanesians differentiate themselves 

according to their war customs: “Like so many other Melanesian customs, the treatment 

of slain enemies could be subject to structural permutation . . . : polar oppositions in 

certain key customs become markers of local cultural identity and inter-ethnic 

differentiation. Hence, there could be significant variations in emphasis, for example, 

with some groups abstaining in a region where cannibalism or headhunting was otherwise 

avidly practiced” (1990, 257). I was unable to clarify many important aspects of talmou’s 

function in relation to war, so comparing Pouye war customs with war rituals from other 

nearby cultures remains an area for further study. Nevertheless, the overarching theme of 

singing songs to request spiritual assistance in battle has occurred in other cultures, such 

as England during the first world war (Mitchell 1916) and Israel during the reign of King 

David (Psalms 3, 54, 56). 
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The Pouye continued to use talmou rituals to gain spiritual assistance in the areas 

of pig hunting and war until the culture shift of the 1970s, when they stopped. Huib 

Schippers discusses five interconnected domains that influence sustainability of a given 

genre. I use his labels and my own summaries here (2016, 10–13): 

1. Systems of learning music: methods must remain intact or adapt to a changing 

environment for transmission to continue. 

2. Musicians and communities: musicians must have their practical needs met and 

the proper social environments for music-making available in order to continue 

their musical activities.  

3. Contexts and structures: community values and attitudes toward musical 

aesthetics and ideologies impact their support of a genre and its continuing 

development.  

4. Regulations and infrastructure: policies and politics may influence musical 

choices. Additionally, musicians must have access to instruments and other 

tangible musical resources such as venues for performing, practicing, and other 

musical activities. 

5. Media and the music industry: these factors affect dissemination of musical 

products, publicising musical events, and methods of supporting music. Some 

genres feed off these possibilities better than others. 

For talmou, domains one, three, and four experienced significant changes in the 

1970s. The performance venues were destroyed (domain four). Depending on the 

account, this either convinced people to change their religious views or confirmed the 
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validity of their new beliefs. New community ideologies redefined talmou spirits as evil 

(domain three). Although individuals may have disagreed, the new religio-political 

consensus dictated that community events would no longer venerate these spirits (domain 

four). As a result, transmission completely stopped (domain one). Domain two was 

unaffected; a large proportion of community members participated voluntarily in 

performing talmou and continued to participate voluntarily in singing church music. 

Domain five did not exist for the Pouye in the 1970s. 

The major cultural shift of the entire Pouye community changing religions had a 

significant impact on the vitality of talmou as a religious genre. Neil Coulter advocates, 

however, that music shift is a continual possibility, and that change can happen in either 

direction (2012). His Graded Music Shift Scale (GMSS) contains eight stages, most of 

which correspond to stages on Paul Lewis and Gary Simons’s Expanded Graded 

Intergenerational Disruption Scale (Lewis and Simons 2010): 

The GMSS stages are (from most to least stable): International, National or 
regional, Vigorous, Threatened, Locked, Shifting, Dormant, and Extinct. The sole 
departure from the EGIDS terms is Stage 5, Locked—the stage at which a music 
style is performed for tourist shows or other non-functional occasions, therefore the 
repertoire is not being added to, but is frozen. This is an important consideration 
for music, because the goal of revitalization is surely exemplified by a community 
that is actively creating, developing, and changing music. Revitalization is not the 
preservation of an unchanging repertoire where people no longer feel competent to 
alter or add to it. (Coulter 2012, 73) 

In his description of each stage, Coulter notes factors that may cause people to 

shift away from engaging in a particular genre and factors that can encourage 

increased activity for a particular genre (74–76). In seeking out a community with 

which to practice applied ethnomusicology, I expected to promote and facilitate the 
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types of activities that encourage increased activity for valued but weakening genres. 

I was surprised to discover the proactive interest the Pouye themselves had already 

taken in revitalizing their own traditions. 

Soon after I arrived with the Dedes in 2016, some of their friends excitedly 

reported that the community had already held their first “Pouye Day.” When I asked 

about the event, the Dedes explained that they had held a “Culture Meets Scripture” 

workshop in 2015. During the workshop, people started to realize that some aspects 

of their traditional culture did not actually conflict with their current beliefs as much 

as they had thought. Even though they disagreed with the lyrical content of the 

traditional music, the musical styles themselves were still good and enjoyable. One 

group composed a song in a traditional style during that workshop, but the workshop 

was too short to develop a significant repertoire of new songs. The participants 

decided they wanted to hold an annual Pouye Day, at which they would perform 

worship music in traditional styles.7 Pouye Day took place every year from 2016–

2018. (I have not yet heard whether it took place in 2019.) I explore the additional 

impact of my research and interactions with the community on the vitality of talmou 

in chapter five. 

 
7 I later observed that some of the songs they sang were the introduced ones they sang from week 

to week at church, but that they added traditional percussion instruments and danced in performance attire 
while singing. I do not know if they would continue to sing these songs at “Pouye Day” if they had a large 
enough repertoire of new songs in traditional style to last for the entire event. 
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1.3   Stability, Malleability, and Talmou’s “One Tune” 

Vitality of a music genre depends not only on external factors but also on the 

effectiveness of interactions among elements within the genre. Brian Schrag argues that 

artistic traditions thrive when pairs of stable and malleable elements embedded in these 

traditions strike ideal interactive feedback loops: “Without creative, malleable structures 

to infuse new energy into the stable structures, the stable structures will decay and 

dissipate. And without stable undergirdings, the creators in malleable forms will have no 

dependable reference points to anchor their creativity” (2013b, 166). From this premise, 

Michelle Petersen concludes that arts corpus development efforts should involve 

accurately understanding stable–malleable relationships within a genre. This allows 

composers to create and evaluate new works within the framework of the established 

tradition and innovate in acceptable ways to address new needs within the community 

(2017, A65–A66). 

Examples from earlier in this chapter illustrate the relationship between stable and 

malleable elements of culture and the arts on a macro level. Women still carry food home 

in string bags (stable element), but the newly available industrially produced yarn saves 

time in making the bags and promotes creative patterning (malleable element). Male 

community leaders still give speeches at important events (stable element), and if 

megaphones and their batteries are available, audiences can hear over greater distances 

(malleable element). Both of these examples depend on the accessibility of new 

technologies: an element of culture remains the same in essence, yet innovations enable 

some aspect of it to become more malleable.  
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Even without major innovations, the energizing relationships between stable–

malleable pairs apply to genres of neighboring cultures or within a single genre, tune 

family, or tune. In the following sections, I will discuss how these levels of stability and 

malleability apply to musical traditions from around the world, and to talmou in 

particular. For example, Ozi ensembles show how neighboring groups’ uses of a goblet 

drum symbolize ethnic relationships (Douglas 2013). Talmou similarly shares elements 

with other music in the region, such as instruments, concept of musical texture, 

performance attire, and poetic devices. On the genre level, the Korean quartet SamulNori 

shows how high levels of perceived innovation can result in a new genre (Hesselink 

2004). The Cameroonian dance association DAKASTUM and Polish immigrant goralski 

performers illustrate how genres themselves can transform when levels of perceived 

innovation do not exceed community tolerance levels (Schrag 2013a; Wrazen 1991). Of 

these three examples, recent transformations in performance practices of talmou relate 

most strongly to those of DAKASTUM. 

I will conflate the tune family and tune levels, since gradations of stability and 

malleability can blur the distinction between them. My own interviews about talmou left 

ambiguous whether practitioners perceive all talmou songs to use the same tune or to be 

members of the same tune family. In this section, I begin by focusing on the musical 

aspects of tune variants and transformation through Canadian fiddling traditions. I turn to 

the concepts of musicocentricity, logocentricity, and bicentricity for traditions in which 

singers may match different texts with the same tune. Musicocentric traditions include 

songs of Lhasa (Samuel 1976) and Chinese historical poetry (Yung 1983), for which new 
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sets of lyrics must conform to the properties of a stable tune. Logocentric traditions 

include tarannum (Qureshi 1969) and Primitive Baptist hymn singing (Sutton 1982), 

which place a premium on proper lyrical content but take liberties with the accompanying 

tunes. I argue, however, that neither category sufficiently addresses traditions such as 

Cantonese opera (Yung 1983) or talmou, in which lyrics and tune undergo a dynamic 

conversation in the process of composition and performances. I propose categorizing 

such traditions which give roughly equal weight to the centers of music and words as 

“bicentric.” 

Regionally Shared Musical Elements 

Sharing musical elements allows members of neighboring cultures or subcultures 

to emphasize either their distinctions or their similarities, their divisions or their 

solidarity. In the Myelat region of Myanmar, six ethnic groups use ozi (goblet drum) and 

gong ensembles. Ethnic identity markers lie in “different drum sizes, rhythms, 

accompanying instruments, tuning techniques, dances, and electronic technologies” 

(Douglas 2013, 187). Except for Pa-O, all the groups use the goblet-shaped ozi, but both 

length and diameter vary by ethnicity. Groups with smaller ozi incorporate more complex 

playing techniques than those with larger ozi. Ethnicity also determines which removable 

paste an instrument maker uses to tune the ozi: beeswax, sticky rice, a mixture of rice and 

burnt tamarind, or synthetic plastic. Nevertheless, Douglas observed cultural distinctions 

blurring, with an Intha instrument maker supplying multiple ethnic groups with their 

corresponding styles of ozi, and a native Taungyo becoming one of the most respected 

ozi ensemble dancers in a Danu village. 
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Douglas argues, “It is increasingly evident that ethnicity is malleable, relational, 

and plural, despite its continuing reputation as stable and unchanging” (193), but he also 

observes that ethnicity appears more sharply defined during festivals and holidays in the 

Myelat region. At these times, people align themselves with one ethnic group, each group 

represented by its ozi ensemble. Contrary to solidifying divisions, however, the 

sharpening of ethnic difference at festive, peaceful events encourages solidarity among 

the distinct groups. At religious festivals, monks chant in Pali (a religious non-ethnic 

language), drowning out the ozi ensembles, and musically heightening the sense of unity. 

Douglas concludes that “Cultural performances by the groups discussed above sometimes 

articulate their differences both sonically and choreographically, but at other times assert 

their shared allegiance and camaraderie” (204). 

Douglas’s observations resemble how talmou relates to traditions of other groups 

in Papua New Guinea. Though sharing similar instruments, attire, and other genre 

features, a more detailed look also reveals important distinctions between groups. For 

example, women from multiple groups in Papua New Guinea wear string skirts while 

performing their song and dance genres, but each has a distinctive style that differentiates 

it from others. James Leach (2013) found that female Reite villagers of Madang wear 

skirts bearing nature-inspired patterns, such as waterfalls, landslides, or the spreading 

hornbill’s tail, corresponding to their birthplace. A mother must pay male relatives in her 

family of origin to obtain the right to pass her patterns down to her daughters. Despite the 

differences in patterns, Reite women from different birthplaces construct their skirts out 

of the same materials and in the same basic manner. According to informal discussions 
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with Pouye speakers and my own observations, the six villages that speak the standard 

dialect construct their skirts in a similar manner, but individuals may use different color 

patterns at will. In Maurom, which speaks the Maurom dialect of Pouye, people practice 

a slightly different version of talmou and women wear a skirt which, in addition to the 

strings common to all Pouye skirts, also incorporates larger, minimally processed strips 

of the inner bark of gnetum gnemon trees. The contrasting examples of the Reite and the 

Pouye illustrate how larger groups in PNG artistically represent their division into 

subgroups in different ways. 

Groups also differentiate themselves at a macro level by wearing different kinds 

of string skirts. Reite women sun-bleach the inner bark of the abroma augusta tree after it 

has soaked in a fast-flowing stream for about ten days for the fibers to rot, soften, and 

separate. They then roll the fibers on their legs to make the fibers become strings. After 

dying some strings red, reserving some white, and optionally dying some other colors, 

they incorporate all into the skirt in the appropriate color-based pattern. Pouye women, 

by contrast, roll the cuticles of sago shoots and incorporate them into a skirt before dying 

them dark brown, in patterns if desired. The belt of the skirt uses the inner bark of the 

gnetum gnemon tree, which does not require a soaking process. 

Groups in Papua New Guinea also show similarities and differences in the poetic 

devices their genres employ. Pouye talmou lyrics share several major poetic devices with 

Avatip, Anggor, Waxei, and Nyaura song lyrics: binarism, references to mythical 

characters and places, and hidden meanings that require contextual background 

knowledge. For example, an Avatip man would compose namai to celebrate an 
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extramarital affair with a woman whose family rejected his marriage proposal. A skilled 

Avatip composer draws parallels between a brief scene from his illicit love life and 

traditional myths. This allows him to hint at the identity of the woman without revealing 

it, thereby increasing his own mysteriousness and prestige. Structurally, namai typically 

contain two complimentary stanzas; the second mirrors the first, replacing kin terms, 

totemic names, and other words with synonyms or antonyms (Harrison 1982). The 

subject of talmou lyrics differs from namai, but similar brief references to mythical 

characters and places hint at stories without fully disclosing them. Talmou songs achieve 

a balance of similarity and difference at the line level, with the second line 

complementing the first using substitutions similar to those used between stanzas in 

namai. Talmou songs additionally use phonetic substitution, a practice Simons observed 

in Anggor songs (Simons 1973). Pouye performers frequently sing an [o] or [e] vowel at 

the end of a word, regardless of the vowel used in the spoken form. Ambonwari 

parallelism in the manbon siria male initiation genre substitutes various metaphors for 

sexual intercourse and male and female anatomy (Telban 2008, 225–228). The talmou 

song “Kilimau Tarpakre” similarly substitutes metaphors that describe the movements of 

skillful warriors. 

The Waxei sing songs related to the myth of Guxaj to celebrate male initiation, a 

new house, or a new canoe. The songs all refer to different parts of the myth indirectly. 

One song mentions a trap basket for catching fish; only those with appropriate contextual 

knowledge realize it actually refers to the scoop net that caught the crocodile Guxaj. 

Another mentions a snake, which indirectly refers to Guxaj without revealing his identity 
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as a crocodile, an animal of special spiritual significance for the Waxei. The songs create 

a public version of the myth which the women and uninitiated boys may know. 

Musically, songs last one to two minutes. After the first a cappella phrase, the slit drum 

accompanies the singing and dance steps on the beat. Near the end of the song, it changes 

to a fast, continuous pattern. The number of repetitions of each phrase reflects how well 

the performers feel it is going; Yamada’s transcriptions indicate tendencies to repeat 

phrases between five and ten times. Men and women each divide into two parts based on 

range; the lower women’s parts may overlap with one of the men’s parts (Yamada 1997, 

154–170). 

Talmou had a similar element of secrecy, but I cannot tell definitively when I 

heard public versions of the myths, full versions, or something in between. I wonder, for 

example, if different interviewees reported the characters in Yin Yam Nati having 

different genders because one told me the public version of the myth and the other told 

the traditionally secret version. This is speculation, however, and I suggest other 

rationales in a later discussion. Talmou songs last a similar length to Song of Guxaj 

songs, with an a cappella introduction and subsequent slit drum accompaniment. 

However, the slit drums are not sounded either strictly on the beat in talmou or changed 

to a continuous beating pattern at the end as the Song of Guxaj songs do. Performers 

usually only repeat a phrase three or four times in a row, but with the ABA or ABBA 

form, this often totals six to eight repetitions in the course of the song. Talmou songs 

seem to have two main voice parts (with other variations allowed); men sing both parts in 

the same range. 
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Nyaura songs give a public version of their creation myth and accounts of primal 

times (Wassmann 1991, 50–54). Similar to Avatip and Pouye binarism, Nyaura songs 

contain complementary phrases with only one or two words replaced, usually totemic 

names of people and places (80–91). Men gain more knowledge related to the songs and 

the myths behind them throughout their lives, so “Since in certain respects the events 

taking place in primal times are secret . . . the solo songs refer only to small and harmless 

details which do not allow the meaningful relationships behind them to be reconstructed” 

(53). In order to obscure these relationships, song texts use some words from an older 

form of the Iatmul language, omit relational words, use pronouns extensively, and rely on 

Iatmul’s vagueness of verbs without clear contextual meanings (60–67). 

I do not know the Pouye language well enough to discern what aspects of the 

songs texts native speakers would find unclear. Rocky Dede suspected that some of the 

words he did not recognize may be from an older form of Pouye, but further investigation 

of that subject with interviewees did not prove fruitful. 

In the Star Mountains, which straddle the border of central New Guinea, 

Christopher Roberts discovered a notable approach to melodic and motivic development 

(Roberts 2014, xxxv–xlvii). In Star Mountains songs, “Contours in each melody help 

people recognize—not by notes, but by shape—which kind of song setting has been 

selected to describe an important and intense moment. Melodies, or certain kinds of 

contours that can be brought to melodies, await as independent bodies, not confined to 

one song by one person, but available as structural forms with which people fluently 

compose” (xxxvii). This would be an excellent summary of the approach to melody in 
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talmou as well, though the absence of multiple talmou tunes and the practice of singing 

only talmou songs at a talmou event traditionally negated the need to distinguish one tune 

from others. 

Star Mountains motivic modifications which the Pouye share included vowel 

substitution (which Roberts calls “coloring”), augmentation, and diminution. In this case, 

augmentation and diminution do not refer only to individual note lengths, but more 

frequently to a lengthening or truncation of an entire phrase while retaining the same 

pitch contour. Roberts’s examples retain the contour strictly, but my analysis reveals that 

Pouye contour retention includes passing tones that lead from one core pitch to the next. 

Star Mountains transformations that I do not observe in talmou songs include inversion 

and transposition. Talmou uses a narrow range of a fifth or smaller, but both men and 

women in the Star Mountains sing across bass and treble staff ranges. Star Mountains 

song performances include improvised polyphony, whereas talmou singers make an 

effort to sing each syllable simultaneously, even if the pitches move at different times. 

This survey of song genres illustrates the balance of stability and malleability 

among different cultural groups in Papua New Guinea. Clear themes come to the fore, but 

distinctions help preserve group identity. National performances such as the Goroka 

Show enable groups to share decontextualized traditions with others and experience 

others’ traditions from the fringes of contextual knowledge, as spectators. For each 

group, an internal balance of stability and malleability influences the continuing 

development of their traditions. Women who make string skirts embrace their relational 

identity and minimize the number of involved material preparation processes they must 
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learn by adhering to the appropriate construction method and basic patterns for their 

group. They simultaneously assert their individual identity in the additional pattern 

choices, which do not require specialized knowledge. When composing lyrics, the 

possibility of invoking the same totemic names in new songs and different contexts 

inspires composers to musically ground, explain, and validate their own lives by relating 

them to a communally accepted and acknowledged mythical past. 

Stability, Malleability, and Genre Identity 

Interplay between stable and malleable elements shifts as genres hybridize or 

transform into other genres. This raises significant questions about what genre the new 

creation belongs to and whether it can be categorized as traditional. The Pouye people 

have accepted recent innovations within the talmou genre, but in other cases innovations 

cause sharp disagreements. In Korea, the group SamulNori inspires an excellent 

discussion on the location of authority for genre identity (Hesselink 2004). In the 1950s 

and 60s, Korean folk culture suffered under urbanization and a shortage of curators, 

caused by the Japanese occupation and the Korean civil war. In response, four performers 

adapted the traditional genre p’ungmul to an urban context. Moving to indoor venues, 

SamulNori incorporated only one of each of the four traditional instruments, to reduce the 

volume. To accommodate shorter attention spans and the fast pace of urban life, concerts 

consisted of one complex, virtuosic 25-minute “piece” focused entirely on music, in 

contrast to the traditional three- to four-hour participatory dance accompanied by amateur 

musicians. 
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Official brokers of culture opposed SamulNori promoting themselves as 

traditional, but popular acceptance provided enough funding that the group could bypass 

those channels altogether. SamulNori argued that they followed in the tradition of 

namsadang, professional itinerant performing groups popular before the Japanese 

occupation, whose repertoire included p’ungmul. Despite the objective rhythmic and 

structural similarities that SamulNori claims and that Hesselink begins to confirm 

through analysis, the changes to elements considered stable in p’ungmul demanded a new 

term for the derivative genre: samul nori. 

In other contexts, however, the stability and malleability categories themselves 

are more malleable, allowing people to more readily accept adaptations to genres. The 

Cameroonian dance association DAKASTUM and the Górale (southern Polish) 

immigrants to Canada have each made adjustments to which elements of their traditions 

they regard as stable or malleable, but neither tradition has hybridized or transformed into 

a new genre (Schrag 2005; Wrazen 1991). The genre adjustments may be objectively as 

significant as SamulNori’s, but community members and artistic authorities have 

accepted these changes within the traditional genre rather than as a derivative genre. 

The most “integral” performances of DAKASTUM (Danse Kanoon du Secteur 

Ntumplefet) take place at nkem legwés (death celebrations). Integral performances take 

place in familiar cultural contexts, and include all of the event’s typical social and 

musical infrastructure (2005, 181). The group enters what Schrag calls “liminal space” 

when they adjust elements traditionally categorized as stable (2015, 326). Like 

SamulNori, these adaptations primarily relate to urbanization and modernization: 
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Accessing cosmopolitan patterns––what members would call modernization or 
improvement––includes the addition of public performance settings; transforming 
seamless concatenations of songs in performance into shortened, discrete songs for 
recording; sometimes employing a faster tempo, and different tsétsá pattern; 
regularizing dance steps and fixing the order of songs in a performance; and 
introducing cosmopolitan themes in new songs (for example, AIDS). The group 
also reinterprets acts of physical prowess without recourse to spiritual realities. 
(Schrag 2005, 165) 

While DAKASTUM purposely made these changes in response to their own 

culture’s change over time, second-generation Górale immigrants made similar changes 

more subconsciously, because of their bicultural heritage. First-generation góralski 

ensembles might pop up spontaneously at any gathering. Even in planned performances, 

the repertoire, performers, matching of tunes with text, and execution of melody and 

harmonies change at every rehearsal and performance in response to opinions expressed 

festively but chaotically by everyone present. Second-generation ensembles had fewer 

opportunities to learn the repertoire, so they participated only in planned performances 

organized by one or two experts who ensured that everyone would be able to learn their 

assigned parts in the course of the designated rehearsals. They performed the melodies, 

harmonies, and dance steps as taught, rather than with the flexible renditions of their 

parents. Louise Wrazen allowed that góralski may be suffering, but she suggested that the 

stabilizing of previously malleable elements may simply be better meeting the needs of 

the community as it now exists (1991). 

My main analysis of talmou looks at performance practices remembered from the 

early 1970s. However, it is worth noting that after several decades of dormancy, the 

genre is now undergoing some revitalization and adaptations of its own. Contemporary 

adjustments include women joining the men in singing; eliminating rituals related to 
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magic; addressing the God of the Bible instead of Yulal and other talmou spirits; 

expanding lyrical content to address moral issues; making binary poetic structure 

optional; and often eliminating the vocable formal section. Despite these significant 

changes, everyone involved agrees that the new songs and new performances are a 

continuation of the talmou tradition. 

Stable Genres 

In integral performances, the status of elements as stable or malleable follows 

artistic trends established over time; stable and malleable categories themselves are 

stable. Schrag suggests that the relationship between stability and malleability enables 

traditions to remain vibrant and relevant in modern times. Both DAKASTUM and first-

generation góralski performers exemplify this interplay. 

Schrag argues that “the dynamism that characterizes [Bamiléké] economic and 

cultural production results in large part from members’ mastery of the most plastic of 

their infrastructures in strengthening the most rigid” (2005, 232). He lists four examples 

of how DAKASTUM accomplishes this. The group rehearses regularly (stable), but only 

performs nkem legwé in response to a death (malleable). Musically, the percussion 

provides a stable backdrop for vocal and percussive improvisation (malleable). The value 

of solidarity creates a safe (stable) environment within which members or dance groups 

can compete (malleable). Physically, the group uses paved roads (stable) and a bus 

(malleable) to ease transportation (2005, 232–234). In a later work, he describes the 

emotional and social effects of interplay between stable and malleable musical elements:  

Songs’  refrains (stable infrastructure) provide the song caller time and 
predictability to compose the next call (a malleable infrastructure), while the 
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caller’s addressing important people provides emotion, social context, and interest 
to keep singing the crucial refrain; the rigid metronomic patterns of instruments like 
the shakers allow the player of the big drum structure in which to improvise, which 
increases interest in and energy emanating from the ensemble. (2015, 326) 

Góralski performances by first-generation immigrants also show the interaction of 

stable and malleable elements. The most integral performances take place spontaneously 

at social gatherings called for other reasons. The folk music has a repertoire of texts and 

tunes (stable elements), but performers choose on the spot which text they will sing with 

the tune requested, or if they will improvise one (malleable aspect). A given male dancer 

will request three to eight tunes in a row, composing a set. He selects tunes at will based 

on what steps they will allow him to dance (malleable), always finishing with a special 

tune reserved for the end of the set (stable). The performance ensemble consists of 

singers, bowed string instruments, and one couple dancing (stable), but throughout the 

night, performers change out to allow individuals to participate in a variety of capacities 

(malleable). Each tune retains its identity (stable), but musicians may make personal 

alterations (malleable). However, they may not make just any alteration they please; 

alterations allowed depend on function within the ensemble. For example, second and 

third fiddles may alter their harmonies, but only the top fiddle may add extra 

ornamentation (Wrazen 1991, 176–181). 

This brings up the issue of degree: though categorization of elements as stable or 

malleable can suffice, in reality the two exist in a spectrum. Bruno Nettl dealt with 

distinguishing between levels of stability and malleability in his work with the Blackfoot. 

His analytical methods revealed uniform levels of similarity and difference for all songs 

in the same genre. Tom Many-Guns, a local musician, identified some tunes as belonging 
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to the same family, and others not. Nettl cited the emic viewpoint as vital to 

understanding the relative importance of various aspects of sameness and difference 

within a given culture (1968, 192–194). So how stable or malleable is a given element? It 

depends on how people view it if changed. Does the artistic instantiation cease to be part 

of the same genre (as with SamulNori concerts)? Does it create a less aesthetically 

pleasing or less ideal performance (as first-generation Górale might say if harmonic 

instruments added too much ornamentation)? Or does it provoke excitement and 

enjoyment (as a good DAKASTUM caller might affect his audience and fellow 

musicians)? 

Same Tune or Tune Family 

There are musical traditions all over the world that each use a single tune in 

multiple instrumental variations or for multiple sets of lyrics. Variation comes in many 

gradations, limiting an outsider’s ability to distinguish whether two songs use the “same 

tune” or belong to the same “tune family.” A further complication arises from local 

terminology used in interviews. Different languages express different aspects of 

sameness differently, as René van den Berg points out (2016). Some European languages 

use the same word for identifying idematives (having a single referent) and for classifying 

idematives (having close similarity or perceived identicalness). In English, the word 

“same” fills both these functions. But this did not hold for any of van den Berg’s sample 

of PNG languages: Melanesian Pidgin and 14 other Oceanic Austronesian and Papuan 

languages. Pidgin speakers in his study used wanpela as an identifying idemative, and 

wankain as a classifying idemative. My interviewees, however, used both wanpela nek 
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(TP; “identical tune”) and wankain nek (TP; “similar tune”) to describe talmou tunes at 

different times, so I cannot be sure whether they meant to claim that all talmou songs use 

an absolutely identical tune, or just tunes that are closely related. Either way, I can 

investigate the dynamic interaction between stable and malleable elements in talmou 

songs to discover what elements may cause the Pouye to classify them in this way. 

As I look at how other sources address this issue, I observe that a few authors 

mention the phenomenon in passing, without discussing what constitutes “sameness” in 

the traditions. Thomas Avery cites two Mamaindé songs with the same tune (1977, 363). 

Reviewing the album Modern Mayan: The Indian Music of Chiapas, Mexico, Henrietta 

Yurchenco contrasts treatment of vocal and instrumental music: “The same tune appears 

with slight variation many times, almost dominating the album. Each melody, however, 

serves many song texts. . . . There is much more variety in the flute tunes of the region, as 

well as in performance styles” (1976, 617). Theodore Stern and Theodore A. Stern 

tantalizingly hint at the habits of Karen reed organists: “Each player tends to employ the 

same tune for several songs, according to his skill” (1971, 197). These authors give too 

brief a glimpse to fully understand what constitutes “sameness” in the traditions. 

Fortunately, many authors provide fuller discussion of the range and nature of allowable 

variation in the traditions they researched. 

Fiddling traditions are a good example of instrumental music that uses tune 

families or multiple variations of a piece. Each community follows its own rules of 

variation. Colin Quigley writes of fiddlers on the Port-au-Port Peninsula in 

Newfoundland: “While scholars have emphasized the range of variation among related 
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melodies in fiddling tradition as a whole, for Emile and other performers of his musical 

community, a fiddle tune exists as a unit repeatable in its performance with a limited 

degree of specific kinds of variation. Different musicians might acknowledge having 

different versions of the same tune, and indeed a single musician might know more than 

one version, but these would be considered distinct entities” (1993, 174). 

On the Nova Scotian island of Cape Breton, musical literacy has affected 

fiddlers’ tolerance levels for internal variation and different versions. Each fiddler derives 

a sense of “correctness” from the printed music version he or she learned, which may not 

be the “same tune” (that is, version) someone else learned. To avoid performing with 

others who do not play “correctly” according to their standard, fiddlers typically play solo 

at informal gatherings and dances. Occasionally, festivals host groups; these ensure 

everyone plays the same version by distributing printed music beforehand (Feintuch 

2004, 101). 

Some combination of oral transmission and differing printed versions among 

musical literates has produced a complex set of opinions about stability and malleability. 

Based on Feintuch’s observations, I posit the following hierarchy: 

● Ideal: A Cape Breton fiddler plays solo to produce his or her own “correct” 

version (stable). 

● Ideal: A different fiddler may do the same (internally stable; relative to the other 

fiddler, malleable). 

● Less ideal: A group of fiddlers agrees to play a particular printed version (stable), 

even if it differs from their favored version (malleable).  
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● Unacceptable, but within genre: A group of fiddlers plays whichever versions 

they each know best (hyperstable individual performances creating a 

hypermalleable conglomerate; in other words, each performer should have 

changed their own version a little so that the sum total would not have gone 

beyond the genre’s typically acceptable variation). 

Although Port-au-Port Peninsula performers enjoy a little more variation––“a few 

kinds of ornamentation and slight variation” (Quigley 1993, 158)––they typically reserve 

true improvisation for composition. For example, fiddler Emile Benoit starts with an 

existing sound or part of a tune and improvises a string of variations on it. Spontaneously 

and gradually, he transforms and builds on the motif until it becomes a complete strain. 

The most common transformations involve changing the order or rhythm of the pitches. 

To create the second strain, he “turns” the tune so that it “rhymes”––that is, so it 

musically complements the first strain and ends the same. He evaluates and adjusts each 

line internally and then in relationship to the other lines in a “cyclical melodizing” 

compositional process. In this way, he creates new compositions based on existing ones, 

which share varying degrees of similarity with the original tune (Quigley 1993, 162–

171). 

In song traditions, the relationship between text and music adds another variable 

to consider. This frequently elicits commentary on the context or content of texts set to 

the same tune. In the Mithilā region of Northeast India, many udāsī and samdaun songs 

use the same tune. These songs share similar contexts: udāsī formerly took place when 

the groom left the wedding for his home (usually in a different village), and samdaun 
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when the bride followed. By the time of Edward Henry’s writing, ceremonies frequently 

omitted udāsī and accompanied the joint departure of groom and bride with samdaun. 

This particular conflation minimized net loss, because both genres used the same tune, 

dealt with similar subject matter, and evoked pathos in the wake of separation (1998, 

424–429). Bruno Nettl noted a similar relationship in Blackfoot folk songs: the more 

similar the functions of a tune family’s songs, the more similarities their tunes displayed 

(1968, 195). 

In contrast, Anglo-Canadian folksongs may divorce tune from subject matter: 

“Tunes which one might like to think are associated only with a particular traditional 

Child ballad often find strange bedfellows indeed! One may find the same tune serving 

the murder ballad, a song of rejected love, and a poem of biting satire” (Manny and 

Wilson 1968, 39). In Italy, choirs and folksingers in regions with significant choral 

presence tend to sing more standardized versions of folk music than those in regions with 

few choirs, where “variants belonging to the same tune-family are more often than not 

found in connection with entirely different narratives (Keller 1986, 451). 

A more complicated aspect of the relationship between text and tune deals with 

the interaction of new and preexisting material. To serve my focus on stability and 

malleability, I use the terms musicocentric, logocentric, and bicentric to identify which 

element is given preference (that is, the most stable) during the process of combining text 

and tune in a given genre:8 

 
8 My usage differs from Peter Low’s, which focuses on whether enjoyment of a song depends 

more on the music, as in opera arias, or on the words, as with Gilbert and Sullivan’s witty lyrics set to a 
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Table 1.   Stable and malleable elements in combining text and tune. 

 Stable Text Malleable Text 

Stable 
Tune 

Nonexistent, because even if 
both tune and text retain all of 
their formal elements, one had 
to be the standard by which 
the other was determined to be 
suitable or not. 

Musicocentric: lyrics (being 
composed or pre-existing but 
malleable) conform to the number 
and stress patterns of syllables 
required by a pre-existing stable 
tune. 

Malleable 
Tune 

Logocentric: tune (being 
composed or pre-existing but 
malleable) conforms to 
characteristics of pre-existing 
stable lyrics. 

Bicentric: composers negotiate 
between a malleable tune and a 
malleable set of lyrics, adapting 
each to fit the other. 

 

Geoffrey Samuel and Bell Yung describe two Chinese traditions with 

musicocentric properties. Samuel investigates party music of the Dalai Lama’s aristocrats 

from before the 1959 change in government system. After the change, musicians taking 

refuge in India, Nepal, Bhutan, and other places continued to sing these “Songs of Lhasa” 

in festive contexts. Samuel observes that “The tunes can be used for any text of the 

standard form” (1976, 420), suggesting that both text and tune remain stable. However, 

two factors indicate the musicocentricity of this tradition. First, Samuel’s statement 

reveals that the tune is the standard, and the text must measure up. Each verse consists of 

four six-syllable lines, in which filler syllables extend a line otherwise too short. Even if 

the poetic form technically requires a particular syllable count before the tune comes into 

play, I argue that this rhythmic element has its root in a musical property, not a word-

 
repetitive musical backdrop (2017, 10–13). Dinda Gorlée encompasses both aspects in her urge for song 
translators to consider “the relative artistic weight and importance given to either element of the double 
symbiotic construct” (2005, 8).  
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centered property. Second, Samuel finds “no clear relation between word tone and 

music” (1976, 420). If the tune were subservient to the text, one would expect to find the 

tune adapting more freely to word tone, or at least to find texts paired more carefully with 

tunes that reinforced their natural features. 

Yung found a similar expectation for Chinese historical poetry in the tz’u and 

ch’ü genres. Writing a new poem for a tune required adherence to the same structure as 

other poems set to that tune, including “patterns of beat, phrase structure, and, with some 

flexibility, the sequence of linguistic tones” (1983, 297). Although these traditions gave 

stronger consideration to linguistic tone than do the Songs of Lhasa, this does not 

automatically indicate logocentricity. Rather, because poets made an effort to match the 

linguistic tones in their new works with pre-existing, pre-determined musical content, it 

reinforces the musicocentricity of the tradition. Although the composition process points 

toward musicocentricity, tunes have been forgotten due to lack of public performance, 

making it impossible to tell how much new texts influenced the rendering of the pre-

existing tunes. Nevertheless, poets continue to use verse structures connected with tunes 

of the past. 

Logocentric traditions include tarannum––Indian-style recitation of Urdu poetry–

–and hymn singing among Primitive Baptists in the Southern United States. Indian and 

Pakistani Muslims have chanted tarannum since a poet first introduced the possibility in 

the early 1900s. Regula Qureshi describes a flexible relationship between tune and text: 

“The same poet may use several different tunes, or conversely, several poets may use the 

same tune. Similarly, the same tune may be used for several different poems, and, more 
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rarely, the same poem may be chanted to several tunes, usually by different persons” 

(1969, 433). Tarannum texts maintain preeminence in a few ways. Reciters follow speech 

rhythm rather than a musical meter, pronouncing words as spoken rather than as sung in 

Indian classical music (1969, 435). Even more significantly, “tarannum tunes are 

generally not fixed melodic sequences even when they have a recognizable ‘standard’ 

length and melodic pattern” (1969, 439). Qureshi explains that different performers 

reciting the same poem will render the tune differently, and the same performer reciting 

poems of differing length or metric pattern will render the same tune differently. Within a 

poem, a couplet with irregular properties may receive different ornamentation or an 

alternate tone. Qureshi points to religious views on the impropriety of music as a major 

factor in the logocentrism of tarannum: “While not religious, tarannum, on the basis of its 

word orientation and literary context, definitely falls into the category of chanting. . . . All 

agree that no musical knowledge is needed to recite tarannum and that, in fact, a poet or 

non-musician may be better suited for it than a trained musician who would ‘miss out on 

the words’ or ‘bring it closer to singing’ (informants)” (1969, 443). 

Religious priority for the unchanging word also influences Primitive Baptist hymn 

singing. Brett Sutton clarifies that “Their position is not rooted simply in a stubborn 

rejection of new ideas in general or musical progress in particular, but in a broader 

unwillingness to trust human ‘improvements’ in religion, which can be, from their 

perspective, no better than the fallen creatures who devise them” (1982, 11–12). Hymn 

collections used in churches contain only text, which may be paired with any tune using 

the same metrical structure. Some tunes appear more stabilized than others, possibly due 
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to individuals referencing tune books. Musical variation comes at two levels: group and 

individual. The group may know several variants of a tune and consciously choose from 

among them. Individuals may “elaborate” on the melody as each sees fit, resulting in an 

overall heterophonic texture. (Variation in talmou works much the same.) Some variants 

repeat melodic lines rather than going through the whole tune as rendered in tune books, 

but individual variation can obscure which lines originally corresponded. Despite a good 

analysis of variation, Sutton does not indicate to what degree music varies in response to 

different texts, as opposed to varying independently. 

Although the term bicentric has not (to my knowledge) appeared in other 

literature, the type of music it describes has. Bell Yung’s analysis of Cantonese opera 

reveals a dynamic interaction between song texts and tunes in both bong wong (aria type) 

and siu kuk (fixed tunes). Scriptwriters have about 30 tunes from which to choose when 

writing lyrics for bong wong. The identity of these tunes lies in precise execution of the 

rhythms, requiring writers to adhere to exact syllable counts, a property which I have 

previously connected with musicocentric traditions. The words chosen, however, 

significantly affect the rendering of the tune’s pitches. Pitches always follow the contour 

of linguistic tones, with a high correlation between particular pitches and particular 

linguistic tones, a property one would expect in logocentric traditions. Because of the 

artistic tension between musical and textual elements, bong wong can accurately be 

described as bicentric. 

Siu kuk also merits this description, but for completely different reasons. 

Scriptwriters may select any popular tune for siu kuk, opening hundreds of options. They 
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often base a selection on musical characteristics reflecting the mood of the scene, or on 

word associations of the title or other lyrics set to that tune. Especially when related to 

other textual content, the identity of the tune must remain clear enough for the audience 

to perceive the dramatic function of the subtext. Unlike bong wong, the identity of siu 

kuk tunes lies primarily in melodic contour. Thus, scriptwriters generally consider the 

shape of the tune so they can write lyrics with similar patterns of linguistic tones––a 

musicocentric consideration. But the scriptwriter provides only tune name and, if 

applicable, the section, not the music notation. Performers therefore determine the final 

matching of text and tune, making minor adjustments to the melody where needed so 

linguistic tones fit the immediate context, a logocentric practice. Because siu kuk tune 

identity lies in melodic contour, performers cannot make major adjustments to 

consistently match particular pitches to particular linguistic tones. Scriptwriters have 

more freedom in syllable count with siu kuk. The overall phrase length must remain the 

same so that the breaks in text can follow breaks in the tune chosen. However, performers 

accommodate extra syllables with passing notes and pickups, or fewer syllables with 

fewer notes or melismas. Siu kuk’s considerations of both tune and text in the selection of 

tune, the matching of musical and textual contours, and the negotiation of syllabic setting 

in performance embody the essence of bicentricity. 

Talmou also falls into the bicentric category. The talmou tune has existed since 

the tradition started, but each new set of lyrics composed alters it to one degree or 

another. As with the Blackfoot songs Nettl studied (1968), talmou songs repeat a musical 

phrase that alters depending on whether it is sung with text or vocables. Nevertheless, 
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composing a set of lyrics involves evaluating how well each draft fits the tune, and then 

making necessary adjustments. Additionally, singing the lyrics as opposed to speaking 

them changes final vowels in the phrase to “o” or “e,” again bearing resemblance to the 

Blackfoot discrepancy between spoken and sung lyrics, which may turn into vocables by 

the end of the phrase. I provide further evidence for the bicentricity of talmou though an 

in-depth analysis of the interaction of talmou tune and texts in chapter four.
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2   Research and Analysis Methods 

2.1   Research Methods 

Spending six months living with and learning from the Pouye provided me ample 

time to use a grounded theory approach to research. This enabled me to develop a 

research question in response to my initial discoveries about Pouye arts, which I then 

researched and analyzed further. In addition to library research, I employed a variety of 

ethnographic research techniques, including participant observation, interviews, and the 

informal opportunities that in situ learning provides. My recording methods included 

journal entries, photographs, audio recordings, and video recordings. 

Upon arrival, I first had to discover what artistry played an important role in 

Pouye life. At initial gatherings with, first, the women, and then the men, I wrote down 

descriptions of a number of artistic events and genres. Eliciting a succinct listing of many 

examples proved difficult because they wanted to give such lengthy descriptions of each 

one; afterward I found out the Dedes had discovered a similar propensity when trying to 

elicit a word list for a Pouye dictionary. However, we discussed enough genres to provide 

a framework from which to grow: four song and dance genres with their performance 

attire and accompanying instruments, carved warfare implements, woven bamboo walls, 

string bags, and traditional stories. Rocky Dede and I then sought a music teacher. After 

initial claims that anyone could answer questions about music, community members 

started naming a few older men with a more thorough knowledge. I took lessons 

(described more fully below) most consistently with two men, Linus and Robert, both
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from Yukilau. Because Linus was older, he had had more exposure to traditional music 

during his youth than Robert had. However, listening to their discussion and hearing 

them sing and play together gave me a fuller understanding of the music. Peter (from 

Mautilau) had joined Linus in teaching the first lesson, but avoided further commitment 

when he discovered there was no official compensation.9 Simon joined later for a few 

lessons. I recorded the first lesson on video to provide a visual context. Because our 

lessons focused on musical rather than visual aspects of talmou, I subsequently shifted to 

audio recordings for the sake of digital space and audio quality. 

Lessons fell into a rhythm of reviewing the song or songs I had learned the 

previous week, Linus and Robert presenting one or two new songs, and dialogue to reveal 

the story behind the song, a spoken version of the lyrics, and when the song would have 

been sung. As a learner, I followed the culturally typical pattern of observing first and 

then joining in singing and playing when I felt ready. Between lessons, I practiced with 

the recordings to solidify what I had learned. 

In addition to knowing the songs, talmou performers must dress the part or endure 

jokes or critique from onlookers. I learned from many people, mostly women, about 

making performance attire for talmou. Females in Simon’s family included his wife 

(Karyii), four daughters close to my age (Tema, Talsi, Elisabeth, and Joanna), a girl about 

ten years old who sometimes stayed with them (Norin), and a daughter-in-law (Telesika). 

While living with them, I would mention a desire to learn how to make a particular piece 

 
9 The Dedes have not formally compensated anyone who has chosen to work with them, so I did 

not want to set an unwelcome precedent. However, both they and I followed the more traditional practices 
of informal reciprocity through gift-giving. 
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of attire, and one of them would either teach me or introduce me to someone who could. 

Complex items such as skirts made from rolled, dried, and painted sago cuticles woven 

into a belt took weeks to make. I often received input from multiple teachers, depending 

on who was with me when I needed to learn the next step. Again, I would observe until I 

felt comfortable trying it myself. If I realized my attempt did not equal my teacher’s, I 

would watch again to analyze what I needed to adjust. I took pictures of the items at 

significant points during the creation, and I took short videos of some repeated motions 

and processes. I also created diagrams to show clearly the weaving patterns used in each. 

Since we were unable to arrange individual lessons in talmou style dancing prior 

to the staged performances we held, my only opportunity to learn was participant 

observation in front of a large audience. In my absence, however, my host brother took 

the liberty to adjust the camera and tripod as he saw fit, so I decided to prioritize good 

video footage over participating in future performances. 

To flesh out my understanding of talmou, I developed sets of interview questions 

to ask other men who community members had initially recommended as potential 

teachers. At first, people worried that I had a relational issue with Linus. Fortunately, my 

explanations seemed to reassure them: I just wanted to hear whether everyone would 

explain it exactly the same or whether different people had remembered different aspects 

of their experiences, and I fully planned to keep taking lessons from Linus as an excellent 

teacher. During interviews, I tried to keep the conversation as natural as possible; if 

discussion started to turn in the direction of a question later on the list, I asked it then 

rather than waiting to come back to it. During both lessons and interviews, if I did not 
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understand an explanation after a couple of attempts, I would wait and bring it up again 

later. I sometimes re-listened to lessons and interviews to get a more coherent big picture 

of what I was learning. This helped me refine my understanding of terminology and ask 

questions more clearly in later sessions. I recorded audio of all interviews, later 

transcribing them. In all lessons and interviews, we communicated primarily in Tok Pisin 

but also discussed the meanings of Pouye musical key terms and song lyrics. 

Many of these methods played a role in helping me develop my research question. 

As I practiced singing new songs, I noticed that it got easier as it went. At first, I 

attributed it to a growing familiarization with the genre. But in an informal discussion 

with Wendy Dede, she mentioned that both traditional music and contemporary Pouye 

renditions of church music seem to have very similar tunes; she called it the “Pouye 

tune.” When I asked in a lesson how many tunes talmou has, Linus and Robert agreed 

that it had only one (using both wanpela and wankain to describe it). Other music genres 

have multiple tunes, and talmou has multiple sets of lyrics, but the talmou tune always 

stays the same (Linus and Robert 2017/02/11, 44–46). When I transcribed different 

talmou songs, however, I couldn’t immediately identify close similarities. I can quickly 

surmise that the Pouye do not mean that talmou songs always use the same tune in a 

Western, scientifically precise sense. Thus, I seek to discover and propose the aspects of 

talmou music that may lead Pouye people to hear the tune of all talmou songs as the 

same. 
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2.2   Strategies for Answering the Research Question 

In order to develop a wider knowledge of the ways tunes can relate to one another 

within a genre, I have explored writings on musical systems from around the world which 

involve multiple songs using the same or related tunes, discussed in the first chapter. My 

subsequent analysis will reveal talmou’s similarities with some genres and differences 

with others. 

In the third chapter, I will examine the talmou songs themselves. I will situate 

talmou in its historical and cultural context and provide a general analysis of the genre, 

using the method Brian Schrag and Kathleen Van Buren outline in their 2018 book, Make 

Arts for a Better Life: A Guide for Working with Communities. This involves 

investigating talmou through the lenses of space, materials, participant organization, 

shape through time, performance features, content, and underlying symbolic systems, the 

latter of which will receive its own chapter. I will base this analysis on my own 

participant observation, interviews, and selected transcriptions of my recorded corpus of 

16 talmou songs, as itemized below. When available and of sufficient quality to 

transcribe with reasonable accuracy, I transcribed one recording from a staged 

performance and one recording from a lesson. 

In the fourth chapter, I examine the songs’ musical elements through the 

underlying symbolic systems lens, especially focusing on stable and malleable elements 

across the genre. In order to gain the fullest possible insight into Pouye people’s concept 

of their own music, I present all discussions about the talmou tune in my recorded lessons 

and interviews. Because apparently inconsistent use of terminology in Tok Pisin  
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Table 2.   Recordings of talmou songs. 

Song Staged 
performance10 

Lesson 
recording 
(without me) 

Lesson 
recording 
(with me) 

Total 
recordings 

Awakiiki yelawke 1 4 3 8 

Yulnii toulawe 1 (bad) 2 3 6 (5) 

Oye, Totawo, yin yam nati 2 (1 bad) 1 4 7 (6) 

Eitaptiinwa imo yan pole 0 1 5 6 

Kiiliilii nakyanke tiilomi 1 (bad) 1 2 4 (3) 

Kilimau tarpakre 1 2 3 6 

Matki pepe 1 1 2 4 

Taparai Taparai tyawoke 1 1 2 4 

Wakyawi, tukwara tri tyawke 2 (1 bad) 2 3 7 (6) 

Yawo, reyo, tauru reyo 0 1 1 2 

Wiilayo, wiilayrii tiiwawo 1 (bad) 1 2 4 (3) 

Yalku rau 1 0 0 1 

Tulawiilele 1 0 0 1 

Kwiyip yau 1 1 0 2 

Wariip, miiliip tole luwii 1 1 0 2 

Wawkwo wawkwo, taparwai 
wawkwo wawkwo 

1 0 0 1 

 

increases the possibility of misinterpretation, I acknowledge all likely meanings, arguing 

for the meaning I believe best suits both the immediate context and broader discussion. 

 
10 “Bad” indicates a recording that would not be possible to transcribe for lack of quality. 
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I then analyze the interaction of talmou tune and texts, and present evidence to 

support categorizing talmou as bicentric, rather than logocentric or musicocentric. To 

complement quantitative assertions that reveal how typical a variant is, I align 

transcriptions of example corresponding phrases vertically, as Harold Powers 

recommends (1980, 12). I include conflations of several transcriptions to show the most 

typical performance of each element, as suggested by George List (1964, 258). 

This does not imply that less typical performances are “incorrect.” Gelbart 

observes the important change in mindset that took place in the 1800s, which gave 

greater positive recognition to the role variants play in oral traditions (2009, 380–381). 

While he and those he quotes rightly denounce using conflations of multiple oral versions 

to mandate a particular performance practice, conflations can remain a useful analytical 

tool. I will compare variants to such a conflation to reflect how necessary it is, in 

practice, for each element to be consistent in order for the song to be regarded as 

correctly performed and, thus, have the same tune. This analysis takes a centered rather 

than a bounded approach to performance: a performance is evaluated as being more or 

less typical, rather than strictly “right” or “wrong.” Though in extreme cases older, more 

experienced performers may correct an errant younger performer, Pouye performers 

define the boundary between right and wrong less clearly than performers in some other 

song genres might. 

In the conclusion, I categorize musical elements examined as stable, somewhat 

malleable, or completely malleable, and explore the dynamic processes that vitalize 

relationships of stable-malleable pairs discovered. I then consider the stable and 
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malleable elements of culture that have shaped and continue to shape the talmou 

tradition, and that hinder or encourage the vitality of the tradition itself.
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3   Analysis of Talmou 

3.1   Situating Talmou in Its Historical and Cultural Setting 

Broadly speaking, talmou can refer to worship in any religious system. It often 

implies religious activity within the traditional Pouye cosmology, or, even more 

narrowly, a ritual involving songs, dancing, magic, sacrifice, food, and taboo on sexual 

activity. Oral history relates that the Pouye began to perform the talmou ritual when one 

of their ancestors stumbled upon the secret knowledge of spirits. Linus tells the story: 

It has a story. Long ago, there was a man, and spirits. A spirit was performing this 
singsing up in a tree. Then a man was walking in the bush, and he heard it. It was a 
big tree. And the spirit was performing this singsing. As the man was going, going, 
going, walking, walking, walking to find an animal to hunt, as he went along, he 
heard it. And he heard the beating of the garamut, too. He thought to himself, 
“Where are they performing a singsing? Maybe at Komtin,11 or . . . ?” He came and 
stood at the foot of the huge tree and he said, “Oh yes, a spirit is performing a 
singsing up there. That’s it.” Just then, the spirit looked down, and then he carried 
all the talmou things down to give to the man along with the singsing. That’s right, 
with the singsing, that’s right. When he had given these things to the man, he said, 
“This belongs to you. Carry it to the village and perform it.” After that, the spirit, 
he just vanished into thin air. He had appeared, and talked with him already, and 
this . . . this spirit man, he evaporated into the huge tree. So then, the man tried and 
tried to find him, thinking, “Hey, where’d he go?” But no luck. Only the things 
were still there: the stone I told you about—that stone and the piece of wood and 
all. That’s right; the spirit had left all these things, so now, the man just gathered 
everything, that’s right. He just carried them back now, coming, coming, and he 
put them inside—in his spirit house. When he had come and put them all inside, he 
dreamed. In his dream, this spirit—the one that had been at the tree—he came now. 
He came, and in the man’s dream, the spirit said, “Okay. Do it like this, do it like 
this, do it like this, that’s right. That’s right, now you perform this singsing.” That’s 
it. That’s what we just sang. It’s that. (Linus 2016/09/26, 30–31)
 

 
11 The Pidgin name for Mautilau, the village bordering Yukilau. 
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Until the late 1970s community leaders initiated plans for talmou ceremonies in 

times of famine or warfare to enlist spirits’ help. Consequently, song lyrics typically 

revolve around hunting, planting, warfare, and related legendary heroes. Despite the 

challenging circumstances that necessitated talmou, the ritual brought an air of happiness 

and confidence that life would soon improve. Preparation involved gathering five days’ 

worth of food for the host village and guests from other Pouye villages who would come 

when they heard the ei. Performers abstained from sexual activity. Significant mistakes in 

singing, dancing, or playing the ei could elicit a corrective demonstration of proper 

technique from more experienced performers, but a participant who broke the taboo on 

sexual activity would render the whole ceremony useless, resulting in sure failure of the 

subsequent activity. 

During the festival, women cooked during the day, while the men sang, danced, 

and played the ei inside the initiates-only spirit house. The het kokomo man (TP; “head 

hornbill man”), a spiritual leader, performed magic involving spitting ginger among the 

men. After the evening meal, the men continued performing outside, where the women 

and children could join in dancing. Older people who felt too tired to dance looked after 

the babies and young children along the sidelines. Reflecting the value of egalitarianism, 

whoever remembered a song would start singing, and everyone else would follow for that 

song; performers could gain recognition for knowing many songs. As with other 

knowledge domains, children and those married into the community learned by observing 

until they felt comfortable taking part. While talmou music does not require the nearly 

identical execution between performances often associated with written traditions, neither 
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does the genre celebrate individual expression, skilled or accidental. With a high 

percentage of the community participating and no official leaders, performers did not 

receive monetary benefits. Cooks provided the only compensation anyone required: a 

series of good meals. 

People occasionally added new songs to the talmou repertoire, sometimes 

commemorating particular events. Composers adapted the talmou tune and their 

composed lyrics to fit each other. Though lyrics seemed to use the variety of Pouye 

current at the time of writing, understanding even those more recently written requires 

extra knowledge due to their brevity and heavy use of implication and cultural backstory. 

Performers also had to fashion gender-appropriate performance attire. Some 

elements, such as decorative leaves and earthen body paint, had to be collected on 

performance day. Other elements, such as the bands that held the leaves in place and the 

women’s skirts, took days or weeks to create, but also lasted longer. People made their 

attire out of roughly the same materials, but I did not observe in detail how similar their 

design elements remained. 

Talmou events required use of a haus tambaran (TP; “spirit building”). Until the 

early 1970s, Yukilau and Maurom were home to the two Pouye haus tambaran. 

According to personal communication with Rocky Dede and Barnabas, a Pouye pastor 

who was one of the first few converts to Christianity, talmou events ceased when huge 

windstorms destroyed the haus tambaran of both villages and caused the loss of the 

sacred stones. The people interpreted this as the fulfillment of a prophecy spoken by 

Barnabas and converted en masse to Christianity, at least nominally. Gabriel gave a less 
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dramatic interpretation, noting that the tradition had already been in decline for a while, 

with fewer young people learning it. When the last haus tambaran had been destroyed, no 

one knew the secrets of talmou. The buildings had already fallen into disuse, so no one 

had reason to rebuild them (Gabriel 2017, 42). Amos recounted that his father was the 

last het kokomo man, and talmou could not be carried out without another person 

achieving that status (2017, 35). 

Regardless of the particulars, consensus states that the last talmou events 

happened when the grandparent generation during the time of my research were children 

or youths. Members of the parent and child generations had no exposure to these events 

in their original form. The parent generation had knowledge of the tradition’s existence 

and general characteristics. Some individuals knew the songs and dance well enough to 

feel comfortable performing, but most did not feel confident in their abilities, did not 

have appropriate performance attire, or had other reasons for watching rather than taking 

part in the staged event. I did not discover how much children and youths knew about 

talmou, other than adults’ comments that the youths who took part in the staged event 

were clearly still learning. 

In July 2017, 33 men and 5 women participated in a workshop that focused on 

writing new talmou songs that aligned with current religious convictions. Participants 

eliminated the position of het kokomo man from the genre because his rituals clearly 

conflicted with their beliefs. Most participants were in the parent and youth generations. 

At the end of the week, their feedback indicated that they had grown much more 

confident in their ability to compose and perform talmou songs. The following week 
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people from several Pouye villages gathered in Maurom for the annual Christian Brethren 

Church worship service, featuring traditional Pouye music, dance, and dress. Yukilau 

workshop attendees and others in their church presented songs from the workshop and 

another specially composed to correspond to the pastor’s intended subject matter. Studies 

in future years could reveal whether this potential revitalization movement will stand the 

test of time. 

3.2   Introduction to the Seven Lenses Analysis 

In Make Arts for a Better Life (2018), Brian Schrag and Kathleen Van Buren 

advocate for analyzing artistic communication through seven lenses: space, materials, 

participant organization, shape through time, performance features, content, and 

underlying symbolic systems. This chapter examines the first six lenses, and the next 

chapter engages with the seventh. Schrag and Van Buren describe the different results 

each lens may produce when applied to each artistic domain used by the genre. Talmou 

primarily includes four of their five artistic domains: music, visual arts, oral verbal arts, 

and dance. I was able to study the musical and oral aspects much more thoroughly than 

the visual and dance-related. I rely heavily on interview material, not to replace my own 

observations but to confirm, clarify, and provide further details about what I witnessed 

from insiders’ invaluable perspectives. 

3.3   Space 

Talmou’s most important spatial concept contrasts “inside” and “outside” the haus 

tambaran. Men from any Pouye village who had been initiated into the talmou religious 

system could go into the haus tambaran to participate in the daytime ritual; everyone else 
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could participate only in the evening’s events outside (Gabriel 2017, 1:03–1:04). In our 

two staged performances (Linus et al. 2016/11/19; Linus et al. 2017/02/06), men and 

women participated, mimicking evening activities. The first performance probably used 

traditional formations, more appropriate for performing in the round in a found space, 

and the second was staged to achieve our mutual goal of enhancing the recording’s audio 

and visual aspects. The more traditional formation clustered the men and, therefore, also 

their musical elements. It also put all the dancers, both male and female, on the same side 

of the ei. Traditionally, more ei and more dancers may have affected relative positions. 

Fig. 3.   Dance formations. 
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Elements traditionally present but missing from our formations included the haus 

tambaran, the other three or four ei, the huge fires surrounding the performance area, and 

the audience of elderly and children (Amos 2017, 46, 1:11). We did, however, locate our 

performance very close to where the haus tambaran used to stand (Gabriel 2017, 47–48). 

Another aspect of space in talmou involves leaving and returning home. After five 

days of talmou preparatory rituals, able-bodied men would go to hunt pigs in the bush or 

ransack another village. Once that quest was complete, they would sing and dance back 

to the village of origin. The rest of the community would meet them in a public place to 

join the celebration (Amos 2017, 0–6; Gabriel 2017, 0–7; Linus 2016/09/26, 0–1, 

2016/10/11B, 16–18). 

3.4   Materials 

Preparation is evident in the quantity and quality of materials present at a talmou 

event. Instruments, performance attire, religious articles, food, and other event incidentals 

require a huge time investment on an individual and community level. Most of these 

items also last long enough to remain useful for multiple occasions. 

Instruments 

Traditionally, talmou performances normally involved four to six ei. To construct 

an ei, a man cuts down an ei tree, estimates the length of the section he will need (about 2 

m), and carves it wherever the tree falls. Traditionally, carvers used stone axes, but metal 

axes have now replaced most of them. In some stages of producing an ei, however, the 

stone ax retains an advantage because of its horizontal head. Each stroke follows the 

grain of the wood, pulling off a fine ribbon and revealing the layer underneath. This 
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allows the carver to scrape down a relatively smooth slit, little by little. By contrast, the 

vertical head of a metal ax could more easily split the slit longer or deeper than intended 

Fig. 4.   Traditional axe. 

Fig. 5.   Diagram of ei. 
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and creates a rougher finish at its bottom. The carver continues deepening the slit until it 

measures to the middle of his bicep with his hand flat against the bottom. If he deepens it 

beyond this or makes the slit too wide, it will not sound good and loud. 

Some parts of the ei take on names of body parts. The large slit is its rawarii 

(mouth), and the section that projects out is its walakii (nose). However, tauam (beater) 

relates to the word tau (tree). 

When a carver completes an ei, a pregnant woman leads the procession that 

relocates it to the village. Many men follow, pulling the ei with vines roped through a 

hole carved in its walakii for that purpose. People continue to identify the ei by its maker, 

but the community owns it. The ei resides outside the spirit house and can be used for 

talmou events and community announcements (Amos 2017, 20–21, 1:12–18, 1:24–25; 

Gabriel 30, 34–35; informal communication with Tema). 

Performance Attire 

Some elements of auyeyu (performance attire; TP “bilas”) last longer than others. 

Colored earth, used as body paint, and the various types of leaves inserted into armbands 

and legbands last only one day and must be collected each time dancers adorn 

themselves. 

Conversely, nau (grass skirt; TP “purpur”), yiliitiin (armband; TP “paspas” 

applies to all types of bands), laliitiin (legband), waitiin (waistband), and mautiin 

(headband) can last for years. Level of protection from the elements and rats, and 

formerly, daily use of nau, affect their longevity more than their inherent biological 

breakdown. Their durable constituent materials include sago leaf cuticles, cured vine, the  
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inner bark of the man, and grass seeds. Cured vine can only be used for armbands, while 

bark and seeds may be used for any of the bands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.   Body paint prepared in coconut shells. Fig. 7.   Decorative leaves. 

Fig. 8.   Pouye women at staged performance. 
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The Pouye women’s method of making a nau bears some resemblance to the 

process Leach encountered among the Reite of the Rai Coast (2013), but with sufficient 

differences to warrant a description.12 I observed and participated in producing Pouye nau 

consisting of three materials: the belt came from man yei (the inner bark of the gnetum 

gnemon), the strings came from the cuticles of new labat (sago leaves), and the dye came 

from piiriit amiikwi (dark ground). Before assembling anything, the women taught me 

how to prepare these materials.13 To turn bark into string, my host mother Karyii first cut 

 
12 Information about nau compiled from personal communication with and observation of my host 

mother Karyii, Noreen, Jennifer, Keithy, Caroline, and my host sister Elisabeth. 
13 I participated in most of the steps of making nau and the other auyeyu described, but I record 

my teachers’ process without recording details of my participation in order to focus on production methods. 

Fig. 9.   Pouye men at songwriting workshop. 
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into a man to see if it had a white, milky substance. When she found one that did, she hit 

that section of bark with the blunt side of an axe head with downward strokes to pull it 

off the living tree. When it reached sufficient length (about a meter), she cut it off the tree 

and threw away the outer bark. She let the inner bark dry in the sun for a few hours. After 

Fig. 10.   Karyii hitting man yei. 

Fig. 11.   Karyii removing man yei. 
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this, she was able to pull off thin sections of strong, white fiber to roll on her leg into a 

two-ply string. She took two long strings with which to make the belt, folded them in half 

to make a loop in the middle, and weaved the resulting four strings a short distance as 

shown below. 

Fig. 12.   Weaving pattern for belt of nau (string skirt). 

Fig. 13.   Keithy crinckling sago cuticles. 

Fig. 14.   Jennifer separating cuticle from sago leaf. 
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To make the sago-leaf strings, my friend Jennifer cut down new sago shoots 

whose leaves just separated from each other within the last day. If the shoot is too old, the 

cuticles stick to the leaves. Jennifer cut the leaves off the center branch and my friend 

Keithy joined her in separating the cuticles starting at the end that used to be attached to 

the center branch. 

When done properly, the cuticles are about a meter long. After collecting a bundle 

of cuticles that fit comfortably in the hand, the ladies rubbed them together in short 

sections until they crinkled from flat, wide strands into thin, stringy strands. They then 

hung each bundle from the thatched roof to dry for at least one day. By this point, they 

called the strands nau. When the nau thoroughly dried, various women took bundles of 

nau and rolled a few strands at a time into a two-ply string. Karyii had elongated bark 

string with new sections of fiber until the string reached the desired length, but women 

rolling nau finished each string when the original strands became too thin. After rolling 

all the nau, still in bundles, they cut off the tops of the bundles, separating the entangled 

Fig. 15.   Sago cuticles rolled into strings and knotted. 
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tops of the strings from each other. Then they knotted the ends of the strings to keep them 

from unrolling. 

Finally, Karyii incorporated the strings into the belt. After a short section of 

woven belt, she divided the four belt strings into pairs, wrapping their ends around her 

big toe to keep the pairs taut and separated. She inserted nakya (bamboo tongs used for 

cooking) through the loop at the woven end and held it with her stomach. Once Karyii 

had the belt so positioned, she knotted the strings into the belt, three to six at a time, 

depending on their width. The nakya frequently came loose, so she repeatedly asked it, 

Fig. 16.   Karyii measuring strings for nau. 

Fig. 17.   Pattern for knotting nau strings onto belt. 
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“Why are you coming loose?” Similarly, when strings got tangled, she asked them, “Why 

are you tangling?” 

After finishing a section, Karyii flattened the strings where they joined the belt by 

smashing them between her heel and the floor. She knotted one section of strings to cover 

the backside, weaved the belt to leave the side open, knotted another section of strings to 

cover the front, and weaved the belt to a length that allowed me as the wearer to tie it to 

the loop at the belt’s beginning. 

At this point, Karyii collected and prepared the piiriit amiikwi. When she found 

mud just the right darkness and consistency––soupy, but not too watery––she filled a 

length of green bamboo with it. At home, she boiled the mud in the bamboo over a fire, 

causing it to darken. She then poured the hot mud into a black palm leaf container, stirred 

it for a while, and left it to cool. Later, she stretched the nau between two posts to paint it 

with the cool mud. She took a small section of strings, painted it on all sides from top to 

bottom, selected the next section of strings over, and repeated the process. When she 

painted it using a small piece of bamboo, she usually created a design from top to bottom 

Fig. 18.   Karyii knotting strings onto nau belt. 
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alternating between painted and non-painted sections of 1–2 cm each. At the bottom, she 

sometimes painted the whole thing. When she painted it using her hands, she painted the 

whole set of strings, top to bottom. After painting, the nau had to hang for a day or two 

until the mud dried. At that point, Elisabeth rubbed the strings together to remove the 

Dried mud Wet mud 

Not yet 
painted 

Fig. 19.   Nau hanging to dry. 

Fig. 20.   Kiiriip wearing her nau. 
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excess dirt; the color remained. This completes some nau, while others have additional 

decoration from incorporating more bark string close to the belt on the front, back, or 

both. 

Pouye men and women both produce the cured vine yiliitiin using a particular 

vine from the bush. My host sister Elisabeth took me to cut a section about 1.5 m long 

and thin enough to produce strings 2–3 mm wide. She and her sister-in-law Telesika 

roasted the fresh vine in the fire long enough to turn it yellow inside. Beating the hot vine 

with a stick weakened its structure, enabling them to remove the bark and separate the 

inner strings with their hands. They cleaned the extra plant material off the strings by 

scraping them through pairs of bamboo tongs. They hung the extracted strings from the 

thatched roof in a bundle for a few days to dry. 

Once the strings dried, Matthew from Mautilau taught Elisabeth and me the 

weaving pattern. He selected about ten strings (I observed both even and odd numbers of 

strings in his projects). He knotted them all together at one end and started weaving from 

Fig. 21.   Telesika separating strings for yiliitiin (armband); Elisabeth scraping strings. 
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there, using the kalap (TP; “skip”) design. When the yiliitiin fit my arm, he joined the 

end to the beginning by trimming the ends of the strings to a point and weaving them in. 

He weaved half of the strings in, only from one edge of the yiliitiin to the other, and then 

cut them off. The other half continued to follow the former strings’ path until they 

completed the circle a second time. The strings are fairly stiff, but still flexible enough 

that he used a thin, metal implement to create space in the weave for the new strings to 

follow the previous ones. Finally, he cut off the initial knot to make the yiliitiin a nice 

circle with no projections.  

Fig. 22.   Weaving pattern for cured vine yiliitiin. 

Fig. 23.   Matthew weaving a cured vine yiliitiin. 
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To make bark and seed ornamental bands, Tema first rolled eight strings the same 

length of man yei.14 Their length depended on which part of the body the band would 

surround. She then braided a short section of the middle of the strings together. The edges 

of the braided section joined into a loop when she weaved the strings back and forth with 

a very thin string in the middle. 

After a short distance, she and Telesika roped iweikwai (grass seed beads) onto 

the thin string and incorporated them onto one side of the weaving. When the band was 

almost long enough to fit around my arm, leg, stomach, or head, Tema divided the strings 

into three sections to braid the final segment and tie it off in a knot. The knot at the end 

hooked into the braided loop at the beginning, with the iweikwai facing out. Some artistic 

license is permissible, as evidenced by the tassels on Robert’s yiliitiin.  

 
14 Information about bark and seed bands compiled from personal communication with and 

observation of Tema, Kiiriip, and Telesika. While people of both genders wear this style of ornament, I am 
not aware of men producing them. Rolling string and working with rolled string seems to remain primarily, 
and perhaps exclusively, the domain of women. Details on gathering and rolling bark described under nau 
production. 

Fig. 24.   Robert wearing a cured vine yiliitiin. 
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In considering these three types of durable auyeyu, a few common features stand 

out. All three have a lot of visual repetitionn and symmetrical qualities. Their important 

features include lines created by weaving, spinning, or braiding long fibers, earth tone 

coloration, and rough texture. Although they roughly follow the designs I have described, 

practitioners possess a limited amount of artistic license to adjust certain stylistic 

Fig. 25.   Weaving pattern for bark and seed yiliitiin. 

Fig. 26.   Bark and seed yiliitiin diagram. 
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elements. Performers also wore necklaces, cassowary-feather headdresses, and you tau (if 

they were male); I did not study these elements further. 

Religious Articles 

The Pouye traditionally worshipped two spirits which inhabited a long stone and a 

kwila (TP; “ironwood”) carving. They also used kwila carvings of women, men, pigs, 

fish, birds, and other animals in talmou ceremonies. No examples survive. Linus likened 

the carvings to others from the Sepik, but emphasized the red, white, and yellow earth 

pigments that color Pouye objects (Amos 2017, 0–2, 36–37; Linus 2016/09/26, 15–19). 

In the origin story of talmou, the spirit man Piywa gives these religious articles to 

the Pouye ancestor to take back to his haus tambaran. Later, he teaches him in a dream 

how to use them in talmou ceremonies. However, it’s not Piywa, but two talmou spirits 

Fig. 27.   Robert wearing a bark and seed yiliitiin. 
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who inhabited the two primary idols.15 Following the tradition established by the origin 

story, religious articles were stored in a forbidden room within the haus tambaran that 

only the het kokomo man accessed. When it was time for a talmou ceremony, the het 

kokomo man stood the articles up near the posts in the middle of the haus tambaran so 

men could sing and dance around them and worship them during the daytime rituals. If a 

man went inside the haus tambaran while his wife was sick (probably referring to the 

menstrual cycle) or pregnant, the spirits in the idols would kill him. When a hunting party 

killed a pig during a talmou, they rubbed its blood on the two idols. After the talmou 

ceremony completely finished, they returned the objects to the forbidden room until the 

next one, usually a year or two later (Amos 2017, 29–37). 

Food and Event Incidentals 

Preparing enough food for a talmou ceremony required huge effort. The five-day 

ceremony involved people from Yukilau, Wokien, Maurom, Mautilau, and possibly other 

Pouye villages––anywhere from 300 to 800 people!16 To prepare, the elders would tell all 

the women to process sago, from the youngest to the oldest (Gabriel 2017, 0–2). 

According to Rocky Dede, people try to select palms that are flowering, which indicates 

 
15 Amos, Linus, and Robert agreed that Yulal was one of the talmou spirits; he inhabited the stone. 

Amos said the other was Walawai (2017, 0–2), while Linus and Robert agreed that the other was Youpe 
(Linus and Robert 2017/02/11, 35–37). Robert though Walawai might be another talmou spirit, but the 
outcome of his discussion with Linus in Pouye was not clear. 

 
16 Since the last talmou events happened in the 1970s, I base these figures on Steve Ferree’s 1991 

census (the earliest available). He lists the following populations: Yukilau: 192; Wokien: 114; Maurom: 
204; Motilau: 97; total of all seven Pouye villages: 800 (Ferree 2000). Virtually everyone from Yukilau and 
nearby Motilau would attend, whereas contingencies visiting from other villages would more likely vary in 
size depending on weather and other contemporaneous factors. 
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that they are at their highest starch content. Steve and Sharon Ferree observed that a man 

or woman may cut a tree down, but only women continued to process it17 (1996). I 

observed sago-processing from this point on. The women removed the needles that cover 

most types of sago palm with a bush knife. With an ax, they chopped the upper half into 

sections a little over one meter long. They chopped into these sections horizontally as far 

as they could from all exposed sides. When a section was sufficiently separated, they 

used log wedges to flip the top half onto the ground next to the trunk. 

 
17 Rocky Dede noted that more recently, some men have begun to help their wives process sago 

because metal tools and decreased threat of warfare have left men with less work and more time. 

Fig. 28.   Tema and a family friend separating a sago palm with wedges. 
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At this point, the women sat down to scrape the inside of the trunk into pith. The 

specialized tool traditionally used a ring of bamboo to scrape each layer away, but I saw 

most using heavier, more efficient metal rings. They collected the pith on sheets of black 

palm leaf. 

When they had produced several leaves’ worth of pith, some women continued to 

scrape sago, while others started to rinse the pith. They mixed pith and water in a trough. 

A strainer made from coconut palm fibers allowed the water now carrying the starch to 

pass through. Once the wood chips stopped releasing much starch, the women discarded 

them in a pile to the side and got a new batch. They collected the starchy water in black 

palm leaves braced by strategically arranged sticks and bamboo stuck into the mud. 

Fig. 29.   Tema scraping sago. 
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Eventually, the water slowly ran over the edge of the last leaf container, while the starch 

settled to the bottom. When all the excess water had run off, the women wrapped the 

starch in leaves for up to several weeks of storage. Women seemed to work on whichever 

part of sago processing needed to be done and that they felt like doing at the time. 

Throughout the days of a talmou ceremony, the women prepared jelly sago out of 

the starch. Unlike the initial sago processing, I observed at least nine women complete all 

the steps of cooking a batch of sago independently. Each first unwrapped the leaves from 

Fig. 30.   Braces for collecting sago starch water. 

Fig. 31.   A family friend rinsing sago. 
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around the block of dried sago starch and cut off any parts that had gone bad. Then, she 

covered the bottom of a mixing bowl with the starch and worked it with her hands a little 

bit. Traditionally, the Pouye used black palm leaf containers as mixing bowls; by the time 

of my stay, most people used large metal bowls. Each cook boiled a large tea kettle filled 

to the brim with water and then let it cool for a short while. She poured a small but steady 

stream of hot water into the bowl while vigorously stirring dry sago toward the wet areas. 

After all the sago had gotten wet, she poured more quickly to fill about half the bowl with 

water, simultaneously stirring with large, circular motions. At this critical stage when the 

mixture assumed a watery consistency, she used a strainer to scoop out any small bits of 

pith that had gotten mixed with the starch. After a few clean passes, she resumed adding 

hot water in circles and stirring in circles going the opposite direction until the bowl is 

Fig. 32.   Talsi with newly carved sago paddle. 
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full. She allowed the mixture to sit briefly and gelatinize. Then, she used a carved 

bamboo paddle to pull the jelly sago away from the edges of the bowl. 

At this point, she laid out two or three banana leaves or other large leaves with 

their clean undersides facing up. Using two turning sticks about 1 cm in diameter and 15 

cm in length, she spun the sago into distinct globs with a circular gathering motion and 

released each piece onto the leaves. All the pieces in one leaf packet should be the same 

size as each other and fit into the hand of an adult. For one packet, a woman normally 

spun about six or seven large pieces, 10–15 small pieces, or something in between. For a 

talmou event, she would spin smaller pieces. Finished packets sat to cool before the 

woman folded them so that the sago would not stick to the leaves. For a talmou 

Fig. 33.   Jelly sago cooling. 

Fig. 34.   Packets of jelly sago at large event. 
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ceremony, women delivered many packets of jelly sago to the haus tambaran in black 

palm leaf containers (Amos 2017, 3, 16). 

 Meanwhile, the men decided who would donate their pig as an offering to Yulal. 

Other men contributed toward the cost by surreptitiously giving the pig’s owner shell 

rings. They killed the pig and delivered it to the haus tambaran in secret the day before 

talmou started. Inside, they butchered it. The first morning of talmou at dawn, they snuck 

it out to the bush to cook it in bamboo tubes over a fire. The distance prevented women 

from smelling the pig’s hair cooking and suspecting what they were eating. They brought 

the tubes of cooked meat back up to the haus tambaran and ate it with the jelly sago. 

When the owner’s wife noticed the pig’s absence, she would say, “This pig, this pig of 

mine, where is it? Oh, it must have gone wild” (Gabriel 2017, 2–5). At a really big 

talmou ceremony, the host village provided extra meat. Some meat would still be free to 

men of any village, but other portions were smoked, wrapped in vines, sold for shell 

Fig. 35.   Traditional shell ring money. 
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rings, and taken home (Amos 2017, 1:04–1:06). Other food consumed at a talmou event 

could include man leaves, large fish, and wildfowl eggs (13). 

Talmou ceremonies also required amassing a large amount of firewood and 

bamboo. During the day, cooks used wood fires to prepare all the food associated with 

talmou. At night, wood and bamboo fires surrounded the dance floor until sunrise (43–

48). 

3.5   Participant Organization 

Gender and age distinctions fundamentally shape talmou-related activities, while 

personal interest and skill play more subtle roles. Elders decided when a talmou would 

happen and managed planning and publicizing the event (Gabriel 2017, 36–38). Though 

men and women danced, only men sang and played the ei (Linus 2016/09/26, 47, Amos 

2017, 1:10). Because of physical limitations, older people usually watched over young 

children and tended the fires (Amos 2017, 46). Youth18 learned by observing experienced 

performers. When they felt confident that they understood how to execute their part in the 

music and dancing, they began to participate (Gabriel 2017, 20, Amos 2017, 1:10, 

informal communication with Rocky Dede). Initiated men performed inside the spirit 

house during the day while women cooked (Gabriel 2017, 7–8). Of these, successful 

warriors called het kokomo man performed the most spiritually potent aspects of the 

ritual (Amos 2017, 35–38). Able-bodied men went to hunt or fight, and women awaited 

their return in the village (Linus, Robert, and Simon 2017/01/28B, 16–18). Some 

 
18 Male youth may learn to perform the outdoor aspects of talmou before their highly ceremonial 

initiation into the spirit house and instruction in more secret aspects of the tradition. 
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performers made their own performance attire, while others reported receiving theirs 

from an older person (usually a relative) of the same gender. 

The egalitarian cultural value allows any man to lead songs or play the ei, but 

most only do so if their skill level produces sufficient confidence. A skilled singer who 

knows many songs can gain status as a yai notiip ramii (song knowing man) (Linus, 

Robert, and Simon 2017/01/28C, 9). This designation may be an official title, but more 

likely it is simply a phrase people use to describe a particular performer’s mastery, as 

revealed by his ability to lead others in performances. In a performance, men took turns 

leading as they remembered songs; the leader started the song and sang the higher part, 

while the narpa niinau (followers) supported on lower parts (Linus, Robert, and Simon 

2017/01/28C, 9–10, 2017/01/28B, 19; Linus 2016/09/16, 54). Ei players switched out 

between songs, to ensure that four to six people consistently played the physically 

demanding instrument (Gabriel 2017, 28–29). 

3.6   Shape Through Time 

The overall structure of a talmou event would include a preparation phase to 

amass the food and other materials needed; talmou itself, which consisted of about five 

days of feasting, singing, dancing, and other secret rituals; and the subsequent hunt or 

surprise attack aided by talmou spirits. Accounts varied regarding whether the men could 

sing all of the songs outside the haus tambaran at night or whether some of them were 

only appropriate for inside the haus tambaran during the day. I do not know whether all 

the men napped at daybreak before resuming their singing or whether the group sang 

continuously for all five days and individuals took breaks to sleep at will. Additionally, I 
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was never able to ascertain how the Pouye people could perform talmou before a surprise 

attack. If an ei signal from Yukilau can reach Maurom, a four-hour mountainous brisk 

hike away, any enemies near enough to attack immediately after talmou finished would 

hear the festivities. More research could clarify these points of confusion. 

Linus explained the form of talmou songs themselves as follows: 

First, you start up its principal part. You go on, alternate a little between “wi-o-o-
o, wo, e, wai-e . . .” There are two parts of it in the alternation. Okay, when it comes 
back to the principal part of the song again, “Yulnii toulawe,” that’s so it can finish. 
It stops then. (2016/09/26, 42–43) 

In this emic interpretation of form, the most important divisions are seen in the 

lyrics. The text of each talmou song comprises its yai mau (principal part, A section; TP 

“as”), and vocables its witan kapalkwi (alternation, B section; TP “tanim”). Most 

recorded instances (including all performance recordings) follow the reported norm of an 

ABA structure; some lesson recordings omit the second A section or add an extra B 

section. The leader is free to adjust the number of textual or vocable repetitions and, to 

some degree, the order; the lesson recordings varied much more in these aspects than the 

performance recordings. 

Normally, A and B sections contain an initial phrase or sub-phrase that indicates 

the start of a new section of text or the next vocable. After this initial phrase, performers 

repeat a second phrase (or set of sub-phrases) three or four times. Subsections of A 

progress through the two to four lines of text, while subsections of B alternate between 

emphasis on the vocable “O” and the vocable “E,” the two most important vocables. A 

typical structure of a two-line song flows as follows: 
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A. Introductory text phrase →   Repeated text phrase 1 (3–4 times) 
A. Introductory text phrase 2 →   Repeated text phrase 2 (3–4 times) 
B. Introductory vocable phrase →  Repeated phrase on “O” (3–4 times) 
B. Introductory vocable phrase →  Repeated phrase on “E” (3–4 times) 

(Optional repeat of both “B.” lines) 
A. Introductory text phrase →   Repeated text phrase 1 (3–4 times) 
A. Introductory text phrase 2 →   Repeated text phrase 2 (3–4 times) 

3–13 concluding beats on the ei  
 

A song can only be identified by hearing the text-laden yai mau, because the 

witan kapalkwi remains the same from song to song (Linus 2016/09/16, 51). In fact, 

Linus’s interpretation of form may not deal with musical content at all. In a later lesson, 

he and Robert clarified that although talmou has many sets of lyrics (as), it has only one 

tune (nek) (Linus and Robert 2017/02/11, 44–45). Repetitions of each phrase bear clear 

resemblance to one another, and even different phrases relate in less pronounced ways, 

resulting in a litany-type melodic structure. The analysis of stable and malleable features 

will further explore these relationships. 

3.7   Performance Features 

Musical Features 

Percussion and singing each uniquely contribute to the musical features of talmou. 

The ei enters between the latter part of the first phrase and the beginning of the third 

phrase. When struck, the ei produces a low, loud, resonant tone. For most of the song, 

both players use roughly even strokes corresponding to the piece’s tempo, between 88 

and 104 beats per minute. However, they phase in and out of synchronization with each 

other and the singers, tending toward an uneven alternation of strokes. 
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A couple times in each song, players may take turns “stylizing” their pulsing with 

shorter rhythmic values (Linus 2016/09/16, 6–7). Performers often chose boundaries 

between structural sections to stylize their playing, but which structural sections they 

demarcated in this way seemed quite flexible. Less frequently, they stylized their playing 

in the middle of a phrase’s cycle of repetitions. Common stylizations include sets of two 

Fig. 36.   Ei (garamut) effects in “Wawkwo Wawkwo.” 
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eighth notes followed by a quarter, or sets of sixteenth/dotted eighth combinations. They 

usually play the stylized pattern two or three times in close succession. 

After the singers finish, the ei players conclude the piece with anywhere from 

three to thirteen extra strokes. This manner of playing the ei remains consistent for all 

talmou songs; however, it differs from ei patterns in riiriin (Linus 2016/09/26, 35; Linus, 

Robert, and Simon 2017/01/28A, 36–37; Gabriel 27–28). Traditionally, you tau would 

also have kept time as dancers caused the gourds to fly up and clink against the bones 

attached to their belts, similar to those Penelope Sanger and Neil Sorrell observed among 

Umeda villagers (1975). At the time of my research, however, no one was growing the 

right kind of gourds to make any. 

Singers match the volume of the ei with powerful, full vocalizations. Each 

performer’s phrase cascades at different points, creating a heterophonic effect. Unison 

singing would be antithetical to the talmou aesthetic (Linus, Robert, and Simon 

2017/01/28B, 34). Text setting tends to be syllabic, while vocable setting tends to be 

neumatic. However, distinctions between text and vocables blur at the ends of phrases; 

final syllables tend to use the vowels “o” or “e” regardless of the word’s typical spoken 

vowel. Phrases tend to start with shorter rhythmic values and end with notes held out for 

multiple beats. If a phrase starts with two vocables, however, these usually last two beats 

each; if it starts with a singular “o,” it typically functions as a one-beat pickup. Rhythm in 

text sections seems to maintain a sense of beat, but more as a stylized speech rhythm 

rather than a strict divisive metric pulse. Performers tend to use one or two metric 

defaults for a given phrase of text; different phrases tend to take on different meters. The 
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witan kapalkwi maintains a higher metric consistency. Each new phrase is introduced 

with eight beats of duple meter, possibly with one beat of pickup. The phrase that singers 

repeat usually contains seven beats; variation most commonly occurs at the phrase end. 

Stable and malleable aspects of meter will undergo a more detailed analysis in the next 

chapter. 

Poetic Features 

Lyrics for talmou songs 

usually come in one or two couplets. 

Couplets most often feature binary 

pairings, substituting only one or two words. Because the rest of the phrase remains the 

same, lyrics substitute objects within the same category. In “Awakiiki Yelawke,” Tuan 

and Woye are two rivers where Pouye ancestors fought with enemies. In “Yulnii 

Toulawe,” yulnii and mamna are two kinds of bat. In these cases, the substitute relates by 

a noun category: rivers or bats. In other cases, the substitute relates by function. In 

“Matki Pepe,” mat (vine) and tau (tree) are both plants, but more importantly, they both 

exhibit magical properties that aid in pig hunting. In “Wiilairii Tiiwawo,” wiilai 

(cassowary) and yau (pig) are both animals, but this is a broad noun category. They get 

paired with each other rather than with smaller animals because of their function: 

providing a lot of meat for a large number of people. Substitutes can have the same 

number of syllables or one more or less, and they take up the same number of musical 

beats. 

Awakiiki yelawke Tuan tapulo yelawke 
The enemy fought us with spears at Tuan water 

Awakiiki yelawke Woye tapulo yelawke 
The enemy fought us with spears at Woye water 
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Talmou lyrics use straightforward images and synecdoche to evoke entire 

concrete scenes. Though rare, metaphoric language occurs in “Kilimau Tarpakre,” where 

lizards’ and bandicoots’ movements exemplify how warriors should avoid spears in 

battle. Talmou lyrics do not display intentional alliteration, consonance, assonance or 

rhyme. The only overt attention given to how the text sounds comes from the vocables 

“o” and “e,” which often appear at the beginning or midpoint, or substitute for the final 

vowel in a line. 

Lines of talmou lyrics range anywhere from three syllables in “Yalku Rau” to 15 

in “Awakiiki Yelawke.”19 The following chart shows the number of syllables used in the 

16 talmou songs I recorded:20 

 

3.8   Content 

Talmou lyrics relate to the reasons for performing talmou: warfare, pig hunting, 

and even sometimes gardening. Though succinct, a set of lyrics usually calls to mind an 

 
19 I counted syllables from internal repetitions only once, mimicking how my musical instructors 

spoke lines of text. I did not count vocables; I could not discern a pattern for when they included these in 
spoken versions. Instructors typically specified which text belonged to which line, or hap (TP; half or part). 

 
20 For the five songs with different numbers of syllables in the lines of text, I included both 

syllable counts. I counted the other songs only once. 
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Fig. 37.   Frequency of syllables per line in talmou songs (chart). 
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entire associated story explaining the song’s genesis or the significant implications it 

makes. Songs frequently reference specific places or important people. Depending on the 

song’s age, the backstories may be fairly historical or have a more mythic quality. 

For example, “Yin yam nati” has a backstory involving a battle or smaller-scale 

encounter with enemies at a particular area of 

bush with a little stream. Linus’s versions 

contain male characters (2016/09/26, 52–

1:00); Amos and Gabriel’s versions contain female characters who got caught in the 

crossfire, possibly while fishing (Amos 2017, 52–53; Gabriel 2017, 11–12). Adding to 

the intrigue, Steve and Sharon Ferree’s map of Yukilau from 1996 labels houses by their 

male owners, including one belonging to “Totau” (Ferree and Ferree 1996). Is this the 

Totau that ran away, or someone named after the mythical character? Did confusion arise 

because the original person was a woman, but the one named after her was a man? The 

lyrics themselves, and basic pieces of background information remain stable, but it is 

possible that over time, the myth’s details have shifted in the minds of the performers. 

Conversely, “Miiliip 

Tole Luwii” comes from the 

more recent time of Linus’s 

grandparents. At that time, the 

people of Yukilau demolished 

the people of Wariip little by little. This song refers to two men from Wariip carrying 

galip nuts and breadfruit seeds. Men from Yukilau met them on the trail and shot them 

Oyo, Totau-o, yin yam nati-o  
Hey Totau, you go now 

Mariipyairu-o wan natwawno 
At Mariipyai I’m going to sleep (die) 

Aya, Wariip-o, miiliip tole luwii 

“Aya!”[cries the] Wariip man carrying many chestnuts 

Tuala tole luwii 

Carrying many breadfruit seeds 
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with spears (or arrows). This caused the Wariip men to cry out, drop their loads, and fall 

to the ground to die (Linus 2017/06/22, 42–49). 

Other songs associate more strongly with the current event 

itself than with the event’s connection to myth or history. For 

example, the song lyrics from “Kilimau Tarpakre” do not 

reference a mythical character or a location at which an important 

event took place. Rather, they inspire good fighting technique; by 

crawling like an elusive lizard or bandicoot,21 warriors could dodge the spears of their 

enemies (Linus 2017/06/22, 37–41). 

A quick survey of the fourteen songs for which I have translations reveals 

common themes in the lyrics. Five songs mention a total of six important locations. Three 

songs mention four mythical characters explicitly, with at least four more humans and a 

spirit implied in the backstories. Six songs describe encounters with enemies or 

preparation for battle; two of these mention fighting implements (spears and bows). 

Three songs explicitly mention pigs, and a fourth does so implicitly. Six songs mention 

other animals, including two kinds of flying fox, hornbill, crocodile, lizard, bandicoot, 

and cassowary. Of these, warriors are to emulate lizards and bandicoots in battle, while 

hunters are to catch cassowaries and flying foxes. The hornbill and crocodile referenced 

in “Eitaptiinwa” seem to serve a ceremonial function. Five songs reference materials used 

to exert spiritual power over animals or enemies, including materials to perform talmou, 

vines, trees, ginger, and Kwiyip Stream. “Tulawiilele” names two types of banana plant, 

 
21 A bandicoot is a small marsupial with a long snout, native to New Guinea and Australia. 

Kilimau tarpakre 

Lizard crawls 

Irei tarpakro 

Bandicoot crawls 
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in hopes that the gardens will grow well. The fact that only one of the fourteen songs and 

little of our interview material dealt with gardens may indicate that this was a secondary 

function of talmou, or it may simply show a difference in which activities stood out the 

most to my interviewees as youth before talmou fell into disuse. 

Table 3.   Themes in talmou songs. 

 Important 
Locations 

Mythical or 
Historical 
Characters 

War Animals Materials 
with 
Spiritual 
Power 

Awakiiki 
Yelawke 

Tuan, 
Woye 
(streams) 

 Fighting with 
spears 

  

Yulnii 
Toulawe 

   Two kinds of 
flying fox (to 
hunt) 

 

Yin Yam 
Nati 

Mariipyai 
(bush near 
stream) 

Totau, 
speaker 

Dying as a 
result of 
fighting 

Possibly 
while 
fishing* 

 

Eitaptiinwa Eitap (tree) Piywa 
(hunter)*, 
Atipiik 
(spirit)* 

 Hornbill, 
crocodile 
(ceremonial 
function) 

Materials for 
performing 
talmou 

Kilimau 
Tarpakre 

  Elude enemy 
using animal 
movements* 

Lizard, 
bandicoot 
(war 
strategy) 

 

Matki Pepe    Pig (to 
hunt)* 

Vine, tree (the 
pig will stand 
there to be 
shot) 

Taparai 
Taparai 
Tyawoke 

 Ulu Taparai, 
Laku Taparai 

Drew bows to 
shoot enemies 
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Wakyawi  Wakyawi (a 
female 
dancer) 

Wakyawi 
gave warriors 
ginger before 
battle* 

 Two kinds of 
ginger (chew 
for power 
over enemies) 

Yawo, 
Reyo 

   Pig, 
cassowary 
(to hunt) 

Two kinds of 
tree, vine (the 
pig will cry 
out there to be 
shot) 

Wiilairii 
Tiiwawo 

   Cassowary, 
pig (to hunt) 

 

Yalku Rau    Two kinds of 
hornbill (to 
hunt) 

 

Tulawiilele A lake* An ancestor 
overheard 
spirits 
singing* 

   

Kwiyip 
Yau 

Kwiyip/ 
Kwaiyip 
(same 
stream) 

  Pig (to hunt) Stream (pigs 
will stand 
there) 

Miiliip Tole 
Luwii 

Wariip 
(men from 
there) 

Wariip men; 
Yukilau 
men* 

Yukilau men 
shot Wariip 
men* 

  

Explicit 
mentions 

5 3 3 7 5 

Explicit and 
implicit 
(backstory) 
mentions 

6 6 6 9 5 (though all 
talmou songs 
exert spiritual 
power) 

* Information implied in the backstory
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4   Stable and Malleable Elements of Talmou 

4.1   Introduction to Stability and Malleability in Talmou 

To understand a genre’s Underlying Symbolic Systems,22 one must discover the 

relationship between its stable and malleable elements. A small amount of analysis can 

reveal a relationship, and deeper levels of analysis can reveal more complexities of the 

relationship. A casual observer can see that talmou performance attire exhibits repetitive 

patterns (stable), but that people may individualize the patterns (malleable). A more 

thorough analysis could show the extent of allowable variation or reveal which elements 

of patterns the Pouye consider their own and which elements they borrow from 

neighboring groups. A rhythmically attuned observer may notice the constantly off-kilter 

phasing effect of the ei pattern (stable), and the quicker stylization patterns that players 

spontaneously interject (malleable). Slightly more study reveals that the stylizations do 

not connect to a particular point in every song. Further analysis could reveal whether the 

timing of stylization patterns is completely malleable, or whether it connects to particular 

points in individual songs or in the dance. Talmou songs always contain an ABA 

structure, with a yai mau, witan kapalkwi, and return of the yai mau (stable). The song 

leader can lengthen or shorten each by adjusting the number of repetitions, usually three 

or four per phrase. He can also choose whether to sing two or four sets of vocable phrases

 
22 Schrag says of this analytic lens, “Underlying Symbolic Systems refer to the grammatical and 

social rules and structures that guide participants’ actions in artistic activity” (2013b, 102). 
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during the witan kapalkwi (malleable). More extensive research could reveal how many 

repetitions people could tolerate before starting to question the leader’s abilities. 

My analysis takes a deeper look at the tension between stable and malleable 

elements in the tune of talmou. Interview conversations offer seemingly conflicting 

reports about whether talmou has one tune or many, but looking closely at the material, I 

believe it is this very tension my interviewees were expressing. After I present a more 

thorough treatment of their statements, my analysis of several talmou songs shows how 

the influence of texts and tune on each other contributes to the complex nature of this 

relationship. 

4.2   The Talmou Tune as Presented by Talmou Practitioners 

Talmou practitioners returned to a few common descriptions when discussing the 

tune of talmou songs. Most examples, however, contain a moderate to high degree of 

ambiguity (from a Western analytical perspective) because of the wide semantic ranges 

of Melanesian Pidgin key terms. The noun form of singsing can designate a particular 

song, a genre of song, or a large-scale event at which people perform songs from a 

particular genre. Interviewees used the word nek to mean tune, song, section, style, voice, 

and vowel quality. The word tanim can refer to the formal section using vocables, 

varying (a tune), varying (vowel quality), or setting a text to a preexisting tune. In the 

context of music, interviewees used as for the formal section using text or for the lyrics 

themselves. Immediate context may reduce the number of likely possibilities for the 

meaning of any of these words, but finding ways to interpret material with any 

consistency requires the context of the larger discussion. 
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I first came across the idea that talmou might use only one tune when Gabriel 

corrected false premises in my interview questions:23 

Maria: And all the songs (English loan word) or all the individual songs (nek), 

would they perform them inside [the spirit house] and outside both? Or would 

individual songs (nek) be divided: this song is for inside, this song is for 

outside? 

Gabriel: No, they are all the same. At the singsing yesterday, it’s only that one 

tune (nek). There is no change. It is exactly the same straight through. 

Maria: And there are different lyrics. Would some lyrics be for inside or outside 

only, or would they all go together? 

Gabriel: They are all together. 

. . . 

Maria: So would all the individual songs (singsing), all the individual songs (nek) 

have the ei beating along with them and then it would stop? And when they 

start another song (nek), the ei starts again, or would the ei sometimes just 

keep going and they would sing two songs (nek) to it? 

Gabriel: In a talmou event (singsing)? 

Maria: Yes. 

 
23 All translations mine. I have omitted some repetitions and interjections and made minor 

modifications to the order of speaker contributions to tighten up the dialogue. 
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Gabriel: At an event, the tune (nek) is just one; the ei beating is just one. There is 

no change. The tune (nek) can’t change. The ei can’t change. It’s one and it 

just keeps going. It only goes like that. 

(Gabriel 2017, 6–7, 26–27) 

Talmou events, including our staged event from the previous day, involve 

multiple songs. Thus, Gabriel’s use of the word nek in these contexts cannot mean song, 

as I had intended,24 but rather tune (the more common and more likely option) or style. In 

both cases, he proceeded to emphatically correct my accidentally stated assumption that 

talmou had multiple tunes. Two days later, I was able to ask Linus and Robert overt and 

specific questions about the tune of talmou, which produced our clearest discussion on 

the topic: 

Maria: Now I want to ask about the tune of talmou. Does talmou have just one 

tune, or are there two or three, or are there. . . ? 

Linus: The tune? The tune is just like the two of us sang now. Only that one 

(wankain) tune. 

Robert: Oh yes, the one the two of us just now sang. Only that one (wankain) 

tune. 

Linus: That’s right. It doesn’t have any other tunes. Just that one. The one we 

sang, that’s it. 

 
24 Gabriel’s misunderstanding of my questions suggests that while “nek” can communicate 

“song,” it may not be the best word to use. Perhaps Linus, who worked with me more frequently, noticed 
my usage and adapted his own in order to communicate with me. 
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Robert: Yes. And malankal (the Pidgin name for the yokuota genre), yes, that has 

a different tune. 

Linus: Malankal, yes, it has many different tunes. Yokuota has various ones. 

Robert: And riiriin, yes, that one has a different tune. 

Maria: Okay. Yokuota has multiple tunes. 

Robert: Yes, another one. 

Linus: Yes, different ones. 

Maria: And talmou has just one. 

Robert: Talmou has one (wanpela) tune, one (wanpela) tune. 

(Linus and Robert 2017/02/11, 44–45) 

The significance of this conversation lies in the fact that Linus and Robert 

unambiguously contrasted talmou and its singular tune with yokuota (malankal) and 

riiriin— other Pouye genres that use other, and in at least one case multiple, tunes. This 

facilitates interpretation of prior comments. In one conversation, Linus had said, “This 

[style of playing the ei] is for all the talmou songs (singsing). There are many genres 

(singsing). Different kinds of genres. And the tune changes. One genre uses one tune. 

Another genre again uses another tune” (Linus 2016/09/16, 7–8). Alternatively, singsing 

could consistently mean song and never genre. In that case, Linus would be contrasting 

the tunes of songs within the talmou genre. However, my conversations with Gabriel, 

Linus, and Robert in February resolve the ambiguity by supporting the interpretation that 

Linus changed his usage of the term singsing mid-paragraph. 
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Although interviewees consider all talmou songs to use the same tune, what do 

they understand that to mean? My dialogue with Linus and Robert on the talmou tune 

leaves ambiguous whether the entire song or only the turning section uses the same tune. 

Linus: For talmou also, there are various lyrics (as). And turning the tune (tanim 

nek) is just the same. 

Robert: There are many lyrics (as). 

Maria: Okay. But the tune is the same for talmou. 

Linus: That’s right. It’s the same, turning, turning (tanim tanim). That’s right, 

talmou. 

(Linus and Robert 2017/02/11, 46) 

I find at least three possibilities for interpreting this section of dialogue. Linus and 

Robert could be using the terms as and tanim to refer to the formal sections. This 

interpretation suggests that they perceive the section with vocables as identical across 

songs, but the section with lyrics differs, possibly in tune as well as text. A second option 

understands as as the lyrics themselves, and tanim as the way the lyrics get set to the 

tune. In this case, Linus and Robert would be saying that the lyrics themselves differ, but 

the way of rendering the tune according to these different lyrics stays the same. 

The third possibility allows for the greatest consistency throughout interview 

material. I believe Linus and Robert first assert that the lyrics (as) themselves differ from 

song to song, and that the section with vocables (tanim nek) stays the same from song to 

song. When I ask to reestablish that the talmou tune remains the same, Linus 

simultaneously affirms this and clarifies that variation (tanim tanim) is an integral part of 
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the tune. This interpretation helps resolve an apparent contradiction with an earlier 

statement from Linus. After Linus differentiated specific talmou songs (nek), he said, 

“This talmou genre, its songs vary (tanim tanim). Differing songs (kain kain nek). It’s not 

just one. Different ones (kain kain) that vary (tanim tanim)” (Linus 2016/09/16, 59). 

Nearby uses of the term nek suggest we can understand kain kain nek to mean differing 

songs rather than differing tunes. Because this statement concludes a discussion 

differentiating songs by their lyrics, Linus’ use of the phrase tanim tanim seems to 

indicate that the rendering of the tune varies in response the lyrics in the different songs. 

In a conversation about the lyrics of “Kiiliimau Tarpakre,” Linus concluded by stating 

that the two lines of text used exactly the same tune (2016/10/11B, 14). My own surface 

observations correspond: two lines of text within a song use more similar variants of the 

talmou tune than two lines from different songs typically do. 

A confusion Linus had during an interview leads me to believe the turning formal 

section is integral to understanding the talmou tune. I include in italics the Pidgin original 

and a translation of what he probably thought I meant based on his answer: 

Maria: What are the lyrics for this song? I get confused about this. 

As bilong dispela nek em wanem? Mi save paul long dispela. 

 What is the heart of this tune? I get confused about this. 

Linus: That’s right. What, the turning section, or? 

(Linus 2016/09/16, 58) 

Linus would not have referenced the turning (vocable) section if he had realized I 

was asking about lyrics. Instead, he thought I was asking about the heart of the talmou 
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tune and concluded that I must be asking about the turning. This makes sense in light of 

my initial observations, which indicate that the turning section varies less from song to 

song than the section with lyrics. 

From these and other similar examples, I believe Pouye people consider talmou to 

have one tune, which differs from the tunes used for other genres. They also expect that 

lyrics will influence the rendering of that tune, and that the tune will remain more 

consistent during the section sung on vocables. The tune varies more for lines of text 

from different songs than for lines of text within a song. The remainder of my analysis 

will examine specific examples that illustrate these different aspects of stability and 

malleability. 

4.3   Analysis of Transcriptions 

In order to address most aspects of the hypothesis just described, my analysis will 

include three parts. Preliminarily, I will clarify my relevant analytical assumptions. The 

first section of analysis will evaluate similarities and differences between witan kapalkwi. 

It will also discuss the perceptual influence of the vocables on the tune in this formal 

section. The second section will compare the tune of yai mau phrases within the same 

song and from different songs. The final section will compare phrases from the yai mau 

to the witan kapalkwi. From these analyses, I will be able to categorize features as stable, 

somewhat malleable, or completely malleable. I can then incorporate that understanding 

into the broader discussion of elements that have affected and continue to influence the 

vitality of talmou. Analyzing the level of similarity or difference between talmou songs 

and songs of other Pouye genres is beyond the scope of this study. 
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Analytical Assumptions and Considerations 

First, I assume that a tune or text which exists prior to combination with the other 

may exhibit more stable properties, but that such preexistence does not necessarily equate 

with stability. Observing local musicians writing new talmou songs revealed how the 

preexisting elements of both tune and text retain their identity even as they undergo 

change during the compositional process. 

The Pouye songwriters focused on drafting a complete song text before setting it 

to music. They did not focus on creating lyrics that strictly fit the talmou tune; rather, 

they seemed to assume that whatever they wrote would work, perhaps with minimal 

adjustments. One draft contained lines with spoken syllable counts of 13, 8, 15, and 24 

syllables! In setting this text to the music, they approximately equalized the lines to 9, 8, 

10, and 9 syllables, respectively. This confirms that the genre’s relatively flexible syllable 

count (traditionally from 3–15 spoken syllables) does have length limitations, and that 

pairs of lines must have similar numbers of syllables. Despite the adjustments required, 

fully drafting the lyrics before accounting for any musical considerations qualifies the 

text as a preexisting element. 

The composers wrote the words for their first song as a large group and then 

broke into two small groups to set it to the tune and learn how to sing it. They seemed to 

expect that they would come up with the same way of singing the song, as if the 

combination of text and music were innate, inevitable, mathematical. In reality, each 

group adjusted both text and tune, coming up with two slightly different songs. 
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Nevertheless, this illustrates the depth of their assumption that the talmou tune is an 

identifiable preexisting element. 

Second, I consider it necessary to account for the heterophonic texture in my 

analysis of sameness and difference. High levels of simultaneous variation add layers of 

rhythmic, textural, and harmonic complexity. Interviewees had difficulty describing the 

nuances of these layers, but their general comments and others’ observations of regional 

features seem to indicate the intentionality of these elements. Singers may harmonize in 

minor seconds (or even smaller intervals), and multiple ei players add rhythmic intrigue, 

features consistent with Chenoweth’s musical overview of Phylum 2 (Manus and Eastern 

parts of the Sepik25) (2000, 281). According to Linus and Robert, singing in strict unison 

does not sound as nice as the “swit” (TP; “sweet”) singing of octaves or melodic variants 

(Linus, Robert, and Simon 2017/01/28B, 30). Rhythmically, the ei players should 

alternate strokes rather than playing together the entire time (Gabriel 2017, 22). Thus, 

these types of discrepancies in recordings do not indicate a lack of practice among the 

performers but rather the outworking of a musical ideal—the talmou “groove.” This 

phenomenon bears striking resemblance to Steven Feld’s description of Kaluli “lift-up-

over sounding,” which, he argues, implies more than simple heterophony: 

Unison is the antithesis of “lift-up-over sounding.” All “lift-up-over sounding” 
sounds are dense, heavily blended, layered; even when voices or sound types 
momentarily coincide, the sense is that the unison is either accidental or fleeting, 
and indeed, it is entirely by chance. The essence of “lift-up-over sounding” is part 
relations that are simultaneously in-synchrony while out-of-phase. By “in-
synchrony” I mean that the overall feeling is of togetherness, of consistently 
cohesive part coordination in sonic motion and participatory experience. Yet the 

 
25 Pouye music accorded with Phylum 2 descriptors better than Phylum 5 (West Sepik) ones; it 

seems likely that the cultural boundaries of these regions are more flexible than the political boundaries. 
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parts are also “out-of-phase,” that is, at distinctly different and shifting points of 
the same cycle or phase structure at any moment, with each of the parts continually 
changing in degree of displacement from a hypothetical unison. (Feld 1988, 82; 
emphasis in original) 

In talmou, the ei create the most prominent aural impression of phasing. Even in 

examples with only one ei, its strokes did not consistently line up with what seemed to be 

the voice part’s beats. Strokes often fell on different syllables in different instances of a 

given phrase, obscuring syllabic stress patterns. Nevertheless, the “overall feeling of 

togetherness” kept me from noticing these discrepancies until I started transcribing the 

music. 

The meter also contributed to the out-of-phase texture. In most cases, a given set 

of text employed one metric pattern more frequently than the others. Thus, meter 

depended on which textual elements the leader chose to stitch together at a given point, 

and whether he added or subtracted beats, especially at phrase boundaries. However, 

other singers sometimes joined in a new phrase after holding the last note in the previous 

phrase slightly longer, creating a textural effect of overlapping phrase boundaries. 

So how can we unearth the “hypothetical unison” of melody, for the sake of 

comparison? And what about simultaneous variants: are they always both melodic, thus 

reinforcing the sense of heterophony, or does one part sometimes function as a harmony 

to the other? One comment from Linus and Robert suggested that the leader for a given 

song would sing the melody while those following would support him with the harmonies 

(Linus, Robert, and Simon 2017/01/28B, 33). To address all possibilities, I will include 

all variations as possible versions of the melody. Then I can determine which versions 

appear with high frequency and what kind of relationship exists between those versions. 
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Third, I assume that staged performances provide more significant data than 

lesson recordings. In lessons, Linus sang in a lower register and he and Robert both sang 

at a lower volume than in the staged recordings. Many melodic or rhythmic varieties 

frequently employed in a lesson version rarely or never appeared in the staged version, 

and vice versa. Youth traditionally learned by observing performances, not by taking 

private lessons. Because the lesson setting was unnatural to the genre, I give less weight 

to those recordings than to those from staged performances. 

Fourth, in considering options for notating my examples I have chosen a system 

which reflects the similarities as aurally perceived with relative simplicity. A two-line 

staff suffices, because talmou songs use a small range. Pitch centers fall in a similar 

range, but the precise frequency appears emically insignificant. I include this information 

after each song title and equalize this type of variation in music notation. 

 

An example from the witan kapalkwi of Awakiiki Yelawke illustrates the shift from five-

line notation to my system. The five-line transcription of all parts at the original pitch 

reads: 

Fig. 38.   Key to notation system. 
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Taking E as the pitch center, my two-line transcription reads: 

 

Suppose in a different recording the performers sang at a higher pitch and used a larger 

interval between the highest two pitches: 

 

My transcription would take G as the pitch center. Because the D flat functions in the 

same capacity as the highest pitch in the first example, I would continue to use the top 

space for it. An “a” at the beginning of the top space indicates that the interval is an 

augmented second: 

 

These examples show how my system minimizes differences that are almost certainly 

emically unimportant in order to isolate elements still in question for further analysis. In 

my conflated summaries for each phrase, I have left rhythmic differences ambiguous by 

eliminating stems when variation for a given beat or set of beats did not fall clearly into 

one or two patterns, but pitches remained consistent. 
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Stability and Malleability within the Witan Kapalkwi 

The witan kapalkwi contains two melodic components: one phrase introduces new 

sections, and repetitions of the other phrase make up the remainder of each section. 

Hereafter, I will refer to them as the “introductory phrase” and the “repeated phrase.” 

Each has its own melodic content and will receive separate analysis. 

The introductory phrase almost always appears in a simple duple meter. The 

following examples represent 18 instances of this phrase from staged performances of 

Awakiiki Yelawke (C4), Kiiliilii Nakyanke (Bb3), Kilimau Tarpakre (A¼b3), Miiliip 

Tole Luwii (Bb3), and Wakyawi (Ab3). Simultaneous heterophonic variations appear on 

the same staff. The number following each example indicates the frequency with which it 

occurred. 

This vertical alignment reveals many similarities, even in examples that have 

enough differences to require their own transcriptions. The following graphic summary 

further illustrates this point and show which elements are most central to the performance 

of this phrase. Each measure contains a separate tally for how it is performed most 

frequently (“Typical”), less frequently but with some consistency (“Possible”), and 

infrequently (“Unusual”; number of instances given without musical notation). Because 

of heterophonic variation, the total sum for each measure may not add up to 18. I can find 

no pattern to the appearance of an augmented second as opposed to a whole step in the 

highest interval, and so have eliminated interval distinctions from this comparison. 

Additionally, in the “Possible” category for the first full measure, I have included the 
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element of the music that remained the same (the fourth degree followed by the third) and 

eliminated the element that varied (the rhythm). 
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“Typical” variants occurred at roughly three to four times the frequency of 

“Possible” variants. But “Possible” variants frequently occurred simultaneously with 

“Typical” ones: two out of four times in each of the first two measures, every time in the 

third measure, and four out of six times in the last measure. Thus, “Possible” variations 

seem to function as common harmonies or heterophonic variations for the “Typical” 

ones, which comprise the phrase’s underlying melody: 

 

Interestingly, the “Possible” harmonies in the first two full measures appear 

together three out of their four instances, but the “Possible” harmonies of the second and 

third full measures never appear together. Analysis of more examples could reveal 

whether these observations are significant or coincidental. Example 8 shows how the 

underlying melody and most common concurrent harmonies combine: 
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In the songs Kwiyip Yau (B¼b3) and Tulawiilele (Bb3), most instances of the 

introductory phrase used diminutions of this melody in simple triple meter: 

These diminutions 

resemble the more common form 

primarily in contour, alternating 

primarily between the third and 

fourth degrees, starting higher on 

the first downbeat and ending 

lower. Five out of the seven 

diminutions deviate by including 

the second degree, which did not appear at all in the duple versions. 

The fourth and final introductory phrase in Kwiyip Yau reverted back to the 

longer duple version. I hypothesize that the tune as rendered in the mau initially 

influenced the witan kapalkwi’s introductory phrase. As the witan kapalkwi continued, 

the effect of the mau was lessened, and the introductory phrase regained its more 

essential character. 

The witan kapalkwi’s repeated phrase requires two treatments: one much like the 

foregoing, and one for the vocables. The introductory phrases can use a variety of 

vocables such as “wi-ye,” “aya,” “wai-yo,” and “we-a-wa.” However, the repeated 

phrase’s primary and final vowel defines whether the performers are singing “on o” or 

“on e.” Thus, “o” and “e” may also be pronounced “wo” and “ye.” These two vocables 

embody the element of binarism so integral to talmou, and they influence people’s 
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perception of the melody. The vocables contrast with the text, and within the witan 

kapalkwi, alternation between “o” and “e” creates the “turning” effect from which the 

section draws its name. As I learned vernacular terminology for musical concepts, many 

terms depended on which of the primary two vocables—“o” or “e”—I used when singing 

my examples. 

When seeking names for scale degrees, I initially thought na tiitoulai referred to 

the pitch center when sung on the vowel [o], and natma pounalai referred to the pitch 

center when sung on [e]. According to Chenoweth, however, it’s not unusual to find a 

lack of names for scale degrees, and even scales themselves: “Music is born of whole 

cloth and is learned by constant repetition of the whole rather than in fragmentary form. 

Some have thought that adding together the number of pitches sung would produce a 

scale, but such a summary would lack grammatical control” (2000, 270). If Pouye theory 

does not include pitch centers or scales, an alternative interpretation is that these terms 

refer to the sections containing those vocables within the witan kapalkwi (Linus, Robert, 

and Simon 2017/01/28C, 10–12). 

Similar to Chenoweth’s findings with the Usarufa (1974), the Pouye link concepts 

for high and low pitch with vowels. Chenoweth reports that the Usarufa connected front 

vowels ([i] and [e]) to high pitch and back vowels ([o] and [u]) to low pitch. Based on 

some misinterpretations of my intended meanings, I think the Pouye categorize [a] with 

[o], but I have no data on [i] or [u]. Linus, Robert, and Simon used the term mauki for [o], 

with further descriptors of bikpela nek, i go antap (TP; “big pitch, going up”). They 

associated yaiki with [e], describing it as liklik nek (TP; “small pitch”). They also said 
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that the men sing antap (TP; “high”) with a bikpela nek (TP; “big voice/pitch”) and the 

women sing daunbilo (TP; “low”) with a liklik nek (TP; “small voice/pitch”). At first I 

thought these terms described pitch relative to a singer’s own register, but when Robert 

sang an octave higher than Linus they described his voice as comparatively “liklik.” As 

such, I think their concept of “high” corresponds to the Western concept “low,” and vice 

versa. Their pitch–vowel connections would then correspond to the Usarufas’.26 

Chenoweth discovered another set of words contrasting “small” (high) and “big” (low) 

that did not imply particular vowel quality, but I have not discovered such a set. Linus, 

Robert, and Simon contrasted kiil kinkti yankti (talk little tiny) with kiil eipewa (talk 

huge), but these terms refer to volume. They also contrasted wiilawii toulai (careful or 

slow singing) with awiki toulai (fast singing), translating the latter as bikmaus (TP; “big 

mouth”). Nevertheless, these terms refer to tempo (Linus, Robert, and Simon 

2017/01/28B, 30, 34, 36; C, 0–3, 5–6). 

The Pouye understanding of vocables influences their perception of melody in the 

witan kapalkwi’s repeated phrases. Robert and Simon contrasted isolated phrases sung on 

“o” or “e” using the same pitch content as antap and daunbilo, respectively. While 

listening to a former recording of Eitaptiinwa, Linus commented that the witan 

kapalkwi’s repeated “o” phrase tanim i go antap (TP; “turned upward”) (Linus 

 
26 In informal communication, Rocky Dede hypothesized connections of the vocables [o] and [e] 

with features of the Pouye language. For example, the Pouye verbal suffix “-o” glosses as “upward” (Dede 
and Reuter 2011, 50). He also noticed that in the words Linus and Robert gave me for making a note long, 
tiiliilai (used for a note sung on [o]) means “to pull,” while tiiliilinalai (used for a note sung on [e]) means 
to “to pull down.” 
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2017/02/11, 22). This emic view displays an unusual kind of logocentricity in which 

vocables influence perception of a tune without changing the pitches sung. 

Despite the emic distinction between “o” and “e” repeated phrases, I can continue 

to treat them as melodically equivalent in my subsequent analysis of pitch and rhythm. In 

ten out of the eleven staged recordings, 

repeated phrases use an underlying 

septuple meter, with groupings of three, 

two, and two. I will include examples 

that do not strictly adhere to this meter 

when the overall effect of the phrase is 

reasonably similar to other nearby 

examples which do. In order to best 

identify the underlying melody, I take 
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my first set of examples from the third and fourth rounds of repeated phrases when 

available. These 28 examples come from Awakiiki Yelawke (C4), Kiiliilii Nakyanke 

(Bb3), Kwiyip Yau (B¼b3), Wakyawi (Ab3), and Yin Yam Nati (A3). Afterward, I will 

include a few irregular examples that appear in the first two rounds of repeated phrases, 

possibly because the singers are still mentally transitioning into the new formal section. 

I took two approaches to transcription for these examples. For the first six 

examples, I applied a minimalist approach, creating quick transcriptions based on aural 

impressions. I attempted to test my impressions of examples 7–17 more thoroughly 

before transcribing them. I include both, for comparison. Examples 1–6 retain much 

greater uniformity than examples 7–17, which corresponds to how they are perceived in 

performance. Examples 7–17 give a more detailed account of what constitutes acceptable 

variation and suggest that aural illusions of sameness may be present in the quicker 

transcriptions. In truth, the phasing of the ei obscures beats and probably creates some 

form of aural illusion in all the transcriptions. The following graphic summary includes 

data from all 28 examples, tallying typical, possible, and unusual varieties. The first three 

beats appear individually; the last four use two beat groups. 

Out of the five beat groupings, beat three displays the most consistency. All 28 

examples land on the pitch center, and just over half include harmony on the third degree. 

No other variations appeared on this beat. Beats six and seven maintain a high degree of 

consistency but also evoke questions about the pitch center. Both the lowest line and the 

space just below it function as important landing points, and they are only about a quarter 

tone apart from each other. But do they function as two distinct entities or as different 
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manifestations of the same entity? A thorough answer would require more discussions 

with talmou practitioners, but the examples themselves give a few clues. The measure 

naturally divides into its first three beats and last four beats. In the quick transcriptions, 

beat three and beats six and seven are written at the higher pitch. This affirms an aural 

connection between those parts of the measure. In the detailed transcriptions, the third 

beat is written at the higher pitch, and beats six and seven invariably involve the lower, 

with frequent inclusion of the higher alongside. I hypothesize that the two pitches 

function as versions of the same note rather than distinct notes, similar to how phonemes 

may have multiple allophones. The phrase-medial position allows only for the higher 

version, but the phrase-final position allows for both, frequently resulting in a clustered 

effect, which is how I will notate the concluding underlying version. This differs from the 

apparently free variation in the pitch of the fourth degree, which ranges anywhere from a 

whole step to a full augmented second higher than the third degree. 

The melody of the first beat is highly consistent. Only two of the 28 examples did 

not use the eighth-note melody, so it seems likely that these were flukes of performance. 

Occasionally, everyone might sing a harmony, thinking someone else was going to sing 
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the melody; people do not have assigned parts to sing. Of the nine less typical variations, 

eight held out the pitch of one of the melodic eighth notes for the entire beat, six on the 

higher pitch and two on the lower. 

The greatest variation occurred in the middle of each half of the measure: beat 

two and beats four and five. Even here, patterns can be observed. Because I used two 

transcription styles, some motifs may appear to have greater variation than they actually 

do. In beat five, I categorized these two corresponding options as “Typical”: 

 

The fifteen examples of the first option were all from quick transcriptions, 

whereas the ten examples of the second option came exclusively from the more precise 

transcriptions. This correlation suggests that the transcription style could have affected 

the data, so I will use the more precise version in my concluding underlying melody. 

However, this was not the case for the corresponding “Typical” motifs in beat two: 

 

In this case, all quick transcriptions used triplets, but precise transcriptions used 

both. Performers did probably use both at different times, but the motif felt more like 

triplets on the whole, so I will use the first version for my concluding underlying melody. 

Regardless of whether these discrepancies existed in the actual performances or 

were introduced by imprecisions in my transcriptions, clear correlations exist between 

each set of options in the “Typical” and “Possible” categories, and emic equivalence is 

likely. Even most of the “Unusual” variations retain the downward contour of “Typical” 
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or “Possible” examples. One exception occurred four times, when a singer slid up toward 

the pitch center on beat two. It sounded like it usually corresponded with a late entrance, 

perhaps from taking a breath between measures that extended into the first beat of the 

measure. 

Similar to the introductory phrase, “Possible” variations seem to function 

primarily as common harmonies or heterophonic variations for the “Typical” ones, which 

compose the phrase’s underlying melody: 

 

A conglomeration of the most common harmonies results in the following: 

 

Although the constituent parts of these conglomerations represent the most or best 

examples, we should remember that these are hypothetical unisons, and do not reflect an 

ideal performance. In an ideal performance, performers dance around these underlying 

melodies, sometimes tweaking a rhythm, other times adjusting a harmony, so that they 

rarely line up precisely with each other or the hypothetical unisons. 

Up to this point, I have focused on the latter more stable half of the witan 

kapalkwi, the best portion for discovering the underlying melody. A few examples from 

staged recordings of the witan kapalkwi’s first half will now illustrate the breadth of 

variety possible. A nine-beat instance appeared in Kwiyip Yau: 
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The melody retained its general contours with significant alterations to their 

rhythmic proportions. Underlying beat two augmented into beats two through six, and 

underlying beats four and five became beat seven in the process of diminution. Kilimau 

Tarpakre included an eight-beat instance, which bears even less resemblance to the 

underlying tune: 

 

Even late phrases within the witan kapalkwi of Kilimau Tarpakre did not revert to 

the tune that appeared so prevalently in other songs, a matter for possible further study. In 

contrast, the following apparently disparate example from Wawkwo can be clearly 

connected to the underlying phrase because of the progression from one instance to the 

next: 

 

In the first measure, beat two does not descend at all, but in the second, it 

progresses toward a more typical contour. Underlying beat three has clearly been 

augmented in both measures, now comprising beats three and four. The first time, only 

the harmony appears, but by the second, someone ensured the melody would be present. 

Initially, the beat four and five descending motif starts on the fourth degree, mirroring the 

first beat instead of complementing it. By the second measure, the contour has assumed 

the more common form. The sixteenth notes which appear in both measures reflect 
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differing vocable choice rather than a fundamental difference in the tune. Such text-based 

transformations will become even more important in the following section as I analyze 

the nature of the tune in the yai mau. 

Stability and Malleability within the Yai Mau 

The yai mau shares structural similarities with the witan kapalkwi, including an 

introductory section and a repeated section of text and tune. One line of text continues 

through both of these sections. The partial-line repetition probably serves as an 

abbreviation of the whole line rather than an emphasis on that part of the line. 

The yai mau has more potential for melodic variation than the witan kapalkwi 

because talmou texts display inconsistent syllable counts, as shown in the following table 

using the first lines of texts as sung during staged performances. 

 

Table 4.   Syllable distribution between subdivisions of lines. 

Text Syllables 

Introductory section / repeated section Introductory Repeated Total 

Awakiiki yelawke / tuan tapulo yelawke 8 (7 spoken) 8 16 

We, wo / tiilomi-e-o ‘o 2 6 8 

Oyo, Wariip-o / miiliip tole luwii, miiliip tole luwii 5 12 17 

O, Taparai Taparai / tyawoke, tyawoke,  
Ulu Taparai tyawoke. 

7 14 21 

Le le le le / tulawiilele, tulawiilele 4 8 (10 
spoken) 

12 

Oyo, Wakyawi wo ‘o, oyo, Wakyawi wo ‘o. O / 
tukwara tri, tukwara tri, wo ‘o 

15 10 25 
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E / wawkwo, wawkwo, taparwai wawkwo wawkwo 1 11 12 

We we we we / yalku rau-wo, yalku rau-wo 4 8 12 

Oyo, Totawo / yin yam nati-e, wo ‘o 5 7 12 

 
  

I based the syllable count in chapter three on the spoken version of the texts but 

based this one on the sung version. The syllable counts for the sung version are higher 

because the singers used internal repetition and vocables to help the text fit the music. 

Even so, the total syllable count for a sung line of text ranged from 8 to 25 syllables. 

 

In this section, I will first analyze the internal variation of Taparai Taparai (Ab3), 

for which I made a detailed transcription. I will then analyze the variation between 

Taparai Taparai and four more songs of differing text length: Kiiliilii Nakyanke (Bb3; 

fewest syllables), Wakyawi (Ab3; most sung syllables), Awakiiki Yelawke (C4; most 

spoken syllables), and Yin Yam Nati (A3; one of four songs with 12 sung syllables). 

8

12 12 12 12

16 17

21

25

0

8

15

23

30

Kiiliilii Nakyanke Tulawiilele Yin Yam Nati Miiliip Tole Luwii Wakyawi

Introductory syllables Repeated syllables
Total syllables Chapter 3 syllable count

Fig. 39.   Syllable distribution (chart). 
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Taparai Taparai has four 

instances of the introductory 

text—two in each yai mau. The 

only pitch variation occurs in the 

first example, probably because 

the singer started before firmly 

establishing the key in his mind. 

Two rhythmic variants appear. A more thorough analysis would be required to determine 

whether it was intentional or coincidental that the first introductory text in each yai mau 

used triplets and the second used sixteenths and an eighth. Based on rhythmic analysis of 

similar figures in the witan kapalkwi, I would hypothesize that the ordering was 

coincidental, and that the Pouye do not think of these as two fundamentally different 

varieties. 

Ten out of the thirteen repeated phrases in Taparai Taparai used an 11-beat metric 

pattern, with subdivisions of 3+2+3+3. Because each phrase starts with a pickup, the last 

subdivision of three appears to contain only two beats. 

Melodic variation primarily correlates with the line of text being sung on the 

names “Ulu” and “Laku,” which differentiate the lines. The final syllable of Ulu is 

slurred, while the final syllable of Laku is not. Other correlations are looser. The first line 

more consistently begins with two eighth notes, but the second line sometimes used a 

sixteenth and dotted-eighth rhythm. The second line more consistently ended on the 

lower pitch center, whereas the first line sometimes ended on the higher pitch center. 
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Having acknowledged these trends, I will tally the variation summary of both lines 

together, half the phrase in each system. 

In the first, second, and fourth sections of the phrase, the most common variations 

include straight eighth notes versus dotted rhythms and use of both lower and higher 
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versions of the pitch center. The less common variations change other pitches, sometimes 

affecting contour. The third section of the phrase displays the largest degree of variation 

in both pitch and rhythm. Even so, this section typically retained its overall contour. 

As in the witan kapalkwi, most of the typical variations seem to function as the 

melody, the possible variations as common harmonies, and the unusual variations as less-

common harmonies. A probable exception to this occurs in the third division of the 

phrase. Although the lower and higher versions of the pitch center retain more internal 

consistency, I believe they function as a harmony to the descending motif, which takes a 

variety of forms. This understanding results in the following underlying melody for the 

phrase: 
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Because my analysis shows a growing number of examples in which dotted 

rhythms substitute for straight eighths, I am including this possibility above relevant sets 

of eighth notes. Similarly, in cases that allow for the higher or lower version of the pitch 

center, I use cluster notation to indicate that either or both pitches may be present. (In 

examples of particular instances, I will continue to retain a more precise notation of 

which note or notes the performers sang.) The melody combines with the most common 

harmonies as follows:  

 

A few examples of the first line have different numbers of beats. In this 13-beat 

example, the singers simply elongated the long notes in the first and second subsections 

of the phrase by one beat each: 

 

At the beginning of the second yai mau, the singers eliminated the entire first subsection, 

resulting in an eight-beat version: 

 

In the last example, the singers inserted a beat of rest at the end of the phrase: 
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Accounting for augmentation and diminution, we can find in corresponding parts 

of the phrases variations not present in previous examples. In the second irregularly 

metered example, “Taparai” uses a triplet rhythm rather than two sixteenths and an 

eighth. In the last two examples, some singers remained on the same pitch for both 

syllables of “Ulu.” 

Stability and Malleability Between Witan Kapalkwi and Multiple Yai Mau  

Having a reference for how much variation occurs within one yai mau, I will now 

compare five yai mau of differing text length with each other and with corollary phrases 

from the witan kapalkwi to discover how text affects variation in the tune and what 

elements remain stable despite changes in the texts. To simplify this process, I will 

compare underlying melodies and harmonies deduced in the manner previously 

demonstrated rather than using multiple instances of each phrase. The underlying 

melodies of Taparai Taparai, Kiiliilii Nakyanke, Awakiiki Yelawke, and Yin Yam Nati 

all used very similar sets of pitches. I will treat Wakyawi separately because it used a 

different set of pitches. The introductory phrases of the first four songs line up as follows: 
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In the yai mau of all four 

songs, performers tend to sing in 

unison for the introductory phrase 

and harmonize more during the 

repeated phrase. During the witan 

kapalkwi, performers harmonized 

during both phrases. Taparai 

Taparai used a higher second scale 

degree than the other three songs 

but retained substantially similar 

pitch content when measuring only 

be scale degree. Common pitch-

related features of these five 

examples include singing the 

fourth degree on the downbeat and 

using primarily the third and fourth 

degrees throughout. The first and third examples used repetition of the fourth degree. The 

second, fourth, fifth, and sixth examples alternated between the fourth and third degrees, 

the fourth degree usually coinciding with textual or rhythmic stresses, and the third 

degree usually landing in unstressed portions of the measure. The second degree appears 

as the final note of the phrase for Awakiiki Yelawke and both phrases of Yin Yam Nati. 

The first degree only appears as a harmony for the last note in the witan kapalkwi. 
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Despite the differences, the pitches used in the six examples clearly relate. The possible 

patterns I have observed could be further examined in a larger study. 

The examples display more drastic rhythmic variation, with few clear connections 

between rhythmic patterns or motifs in different examples. In general, the examples with 

more syllables also extended over more beats: 

 

Table 5.   Sung syllable to musical beat ratios (ex. 1). 

Song Number of sung syllables Number of beats 

Yin Yam Nati 5 (both examples) 2 (both examples) 

Taparai Taparai 7 3 

Awakiiki Yelawke 8 4 

Kiiliilii Nakyanke 4 8 

Witan Kapalkwi 5 9 
 

 

The average syllable to beat ratio for the first three entries ranges from 2–2.5 to 1. 

I hypothesize that in constructing new song lyrics, composers try to emphasize natural 

syllabic stresses of the text while achieving the approximate syllable to beat ratio, but a 

full analysis is beyond the scope of this study. Kiiliilii Nakyanke uses the fewest syllables 

and the most beats. I believe this occurs because the text of Kiiliilii Nakyanke, having the 

fewest syllables overall, must be supplemented with vocables. The supplemental vocables 

used in its introductory phrase use the same vowels, pitches, and melodic content as the 

introductory phrase of the witan kapalkwi, which uses longer rhythmic values. The only 

difference is the omission of the pickup note, earlier established as optional. 
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The repeated phrases of the songs under consideration contain some harmonies, 

normally lower than the melody and indicated by downward stem direction. The one 

exception to this is the first three beats of the witan kapalkwi, which can be read more 

clearly when the higher harmony has upward stems. 

 

1. Taparai Taparai 

 

2. Kiiliilii Nakyanke 

 

3. Awakiiki Yelawke 

 

4. Yin Yam Nati (first phrase) 

 

5. Yin Yam Nati (second phrase) 
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6. Witan Kapalkwi 

 

 

I will first examine the differing meters and rhythmic organization in order to 

establish a basis for how to compare pitch content across differing numbers of beats. 

 

Table 6.   Sung syllable to musical beat ratios (ex. 2). 

Song Number of sung syllables Number of beats 

Witan Kapalkwi 4 7 

Awakiiki Yelawke 8 (sometimes 9) 7 

Yin Yam Nati (second phrase) 6 8 

Yin Yam Nati (first phrase) 7 8 

Kiiliilii Nakyanke 6 8 

Taparai Taparai 14 11 

 

The correlation between number of syllables and number of beats is not as clear 

for the repeated phrase as for the introductory phrase. However, the ratio for text and 

vocables differed in the introductory phrase, and several of these phrases contain some 
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text and some vocables. The following table attempts to account for this potential 

discrepancy. I have defined vocables as all phrase-final syllables and those that 

immediately precede it that have an [o] or [e] vowel quality, even if they are also part of 

the text. In Taparai Taparai, the final syllable of the word “Tyawoke” functions as both a 

syllable and a vocable at the end of the phrase. Because the rhythm of that word remains 

the same at each appearance, I have counted the final syllable as a vocable each time. 

 

Table 7.   Sung syllable to musical beat ratios (ex. 3). 

Song Number of 
text syllables 

Number of 
text beats 

Number of 
vocable syllables 

Number of 
vocable beats 

Witan Kapalkwi 0 0 4 7 

Awakiiki Yelawke 7 5 1 2 

Yin Yam Nati 
(second phrase) 

3 2 3 6 

Yin Yam Nati (first 
phrase) 

4 1.75 3 6.25 

Kiiliilii Nakyanke 3 2 3 6 

Taparai Taparai 7 5 3 6 

 

This table shows much clearer correlations between syllable counts and number 

of beats used, both for text and vocables. As in the introductory phrase, text fits into beats 

more densely than vocables do. In these phrases, the text syllable to beat ratio ranges 

from 1.4–2.3 to 1, and the vocable syllable to beat ratio ranges from .48–.57 to 1. In other 
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words, performers usually sing about two text syllables each beat but typically hold out 

each vocable (or text-final) syllable for two beats. 

This table also indicates that yai mau repeated phrases contain a fairly consistent 

number of vocables and a very consistent vocable to beat ratio. (If beats three and four of 

Awakiiki Yelawke were re-interpreted as phrase-medial vocables, much like the final 

syllable in “Tyawoke,” that phrase would contain two vocables—only one short of the 

other examples.) Number of text syllables and syllabic stresses influence the number of 

text beats. Because these factors both vary, the text portion of repeated yai mau phrases 

seems to affect their length more significantly than does the vocable portion. 

The level of rhythmic variation obscures precise correlations between the 

different phrases in order to identify rhythmic or pitch-related properties integral to the 

talmou tune. This suggests that the Pouye may not intend to indicate such precise 

correlations when they say that all talmou songs use the same tune. If, however, I map 

out melodic hit points (with common harmonic hit points in parenthesis), then the songs 

show remarkable similarity with each other and with the witan kapalkwi: 

 

This, I think, is what the Pouye mean when they say that all talmou songs have 

the same tune. It is not enough to say that each song uses the same undulating and then 

cascading contour; the tune is not quite that malleable. Nor is the tune stable enough to 

specify exactly which pitches people must sing, or what beat a given pitch must arrive at. 
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Instead, a fairly stable pitch outline guides performers as they adapt the malleable aspects 

of the tune to the lyrics, adding harmonies, repeated notes, and melodic passing tones 

between the hit points. Thus, the preexisting tune has greater influence over the pitch 

content of a talmou song than do the lyrics. Nevertheless, the two are not entirely 

independent. The text of Taparai Taparai contained so many syllables that it required a 

repetition of the first two hit points in order to accommodate the text, thus affecting both 

pitch and rhythm. 

Rhythmic considerations rank lower in the Pouye understanding of sameness. 

Composers create lyrics freely without initial consideration for the talmou tune beyond 

the stable two- or four-line structure. Malleable properties abound: relatively flexible 

syllable count, no suggested patterns of stressed and unstressed syllables, and optional 

inclusion of vocables at the beginning, middle, or end of the line. These factors all cause 

the composed text to exert great influence over the rhythmic and metric properties of the 

talmou tune during the yai mau. In contrast, all witan kapalkwi exhibit similarities in 

vocable constructions which create fairly stable rhythmic and metric properties for all 

talmou songs and reveal most explicitly “the heart of the talmou tune.” Similarly, lines of 

the same yai mau show almost completely stable syllable counts and metric organization. 

The complex relationship between an established tune with somewhat stable pitch 

but completely malleable rhythm (save in the witan kapalkwi) and a composed text with 

minimal influence on pitch but extensive influence on rhythm confirms talmou as neither 

logocentric nor musicocentric, but truly bicentric. However, these stable–malleable 

relationships between elements of the “hypothetical unison” or underlying melody only 
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apply to different compositions. Different performances of a song and repetitions of a 

phrase within the same performance each have their own stable–malleable relationships. 

Before I realized all talmou songs had the same tune, I had to ask Linus and Robert to 

confirm whether two recordings of them singing the same text used the same tune. This 

exemplifies the trend that higher levels of melodic malleability may occur between 

performances than occur within a performance. Later, I had to ask if two recordings were 

of the same song or not due to textual variation. Both texts contained one of the core 

words, but one used more vocables and the other used more words with lexical meaning. 

Linus identified these as the same song, a rarer example of textual malleability between 

performances. Within a performance, I have only heard singers change the text for 

subsequent lines if they stumbled over words or had discrepancies between performers; 

after reaching consensus, the text remained stable. 

With this analysis of four out of the five selected songs, I will now examine 

Wakyawi to see if the differences initially observed prove superficial or fundamental in 

nature. The internal variation in interval sizes would make an underlying melody 

determined from this recording alone quite unreliable, but using only hit points delivers a 

high enough level of consistency to suggest a relationship with the other songs: 

 

The introductory phrase initially alternates between the third and fourth degrees 

like the other introductory phrases. But it ends by cascading from the fourth degree to the 

pitch center, which none of the other introductory phrases do. The hit points of this 
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phrase actually correspond best to the repeated phrase of Taparai Taparai without its last 

two pitches. The hit points in Wakyawi’s repeated phrase corresponds to the last five hit 

points of the repeated phrase in the other five songs. 

The rhythmic proportions were not as widely differentiated as for the other songs, 

but text syllables took less than a beat on average, and vocable syllables took at least one 

beat: 

 

Table 8.   Average syllable to musical beat ratios in “Wakyawi.” 

 Number of 
text syllables 

Number of 
text beats 

Number of 
vocable syllables 

Number of 
vocable beats 

Introductory Phrase 6 2 8 8 

Repeated Phrase 8 6.25 2 2.75 

 

Why performers used less consistent interval sizes, different portions of the tune, 

and less differentiated rhythmic proportions remains unclear. Nevertheless, the 

correlations discovered help explain why the Pouye hear Wakyawi as having the same 

tune as the other songs. Wakyawi may exhibit more unusual variations for a talmou song, 

but it still combines the pre-existing tune with the composed text in a recognizably 

talmou fashion. These analyses allow me to conclude that the Pouye have valid reasons to 

assert that talmou has just one tune. I address that conclusion and its related implications 

in the next chapter.
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5   Conclusion 

My analysis has explored stable and malleable aspects of several elements of 

talmou: tune and lyrics, vocables and text, pitch and rhythm. I start my conclusion by 

summarizing the interplay of their relationships and how they contributed to the vitality 

of the tradition before other cultural elements overpowered the effectiveness of their 

dynamic interactions. I continue by discussing how the forty-year gap between the last 

integral performance of talmou in the 1970s and the first sparks of revitalization in 2015 

affected stable–malleable pairs. Increased malleability of formerly stable elements 

provides further nuance to our understanding of elements’ levels of stability and 

malleability. Identifying consistency of certain elements and substitutions of new stable 

elements for previous ones provides insight into what aspects of talmou have most 

effectively enabled people to reengage with the genre. 

From the discussion of interview materials, I concluded that Pouye people hear 

the same genre-defining tune in all talmou songs. They acknowledge that the tune is most 

clearly identified in the witan kapalkwi (vocable section), and that different lines of lyrics 

in the yai mau (text section) affect the rendering of the tune in different ways. The tune in 

the yai mau feeds off the witan kapalkwi in a somewhat malleable–mostly stable 

relationship. Because the tune in the witan kapalkwi remained mostly stable in its 

rendering, it served as a grounding feature for creativity. Composers could use this well-

entrenched knowledge as a guide for adjusting the tune to fit the lyrics in the somewhat 

malleable yai mau.
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These generalizations hint at degrees of stability and malleability, but the 

somewhat malleable tune is also more likely to undergo some types of changes than 

others. Three stable–malleable pairs related to pitch influence the characteristics of the 

overall somewhat malleable tune. First, the function of each hypothetical scale degree 

remains stable, but performers may adjust the sizes of intervals between pitches, 

especially between the third and fourth degrees. Having somewhat malleable interval 

sizes includes community members with a weaker sense of intonation, and having stable 

functions for the degrees provides predictable ways for community members to follow 

any leader, regardless of the interval sizes used.27 Second, mostly stable melodic hit 

points guided the pitch movement of each phrase, providing further means for singers to 

easily learn and memorize new songs. The mostly malleable pitches in between hit points 

could stay on the same pitch or move in the direction of the next hit point, often resulting 

in the aesthetically valued heterophony. Using the mostly stable hit points to guide this 

heterophony prevented complete chaos and unintelligibility. The third characteristic 

relates to the second. Because pitches between hit points have predictable contour in a 

system with few scale degrees, the composite they form with the hit points actually 

results in a somewhat stable order of pitches. How long singers remain on one pitch in 

the contour before moving to the next is a more highly malleable aspect of this 

relationship, which again results in the pleasing tensions of in-synchrony, out-of-phase 

heterophony. 

 
27 I could not discern consistent enough patterns to indicate intentional variation, but it is possible 

that these choices were intentional. I could not confirm with talmou practitioners the accuracy of suggested 
interplay between stable-malleable pairs. Based on my observations and analysis, I provide my best 
conjectures, which may require revision if further research becomes available. 
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As with the tune, textual aspects of talmou songs have internal stable–malleable 

relationships that contribute to its overall characteristics and how it ultimately relates 

back to the tune. Because the talmou tune exhibits its most significant changes in 

response to the addition of different texts, song identity lies in the necessarily changing 

talmou texts. Themes of lyric content, however, are mostly stable, relating to hunting or 

war in fifteen of the sixteen songs. People often composed talmou songs to commemorate 

specific events or people of renown related to hunting or warfare. The stable content 

categories may have acted as mental triggers to inspire creativity when a new event or 

person (malleable element) merited it. A second significant stable–malleable contrasting 

relationship exists between lines of text within a song and between songs. The number of 

syllables in each line is highly stable within a song, but highly malleable between songs. 

The flexible syllable count between songs assisted composers in encapsulating the 

essence of an event or person in remarkably few words, while the stable syllable count 

within a song promoted the aesthetic value of parallelism. The parallel lines themselves 

contained a stable sentence structure using many identical words that provided a 

backdrop to highlight the few malleable words that gave nuance or showed a different 

facet of the story.  

When combining a composed text with the somewhat malleable tune, three 

stable–malleable relationships played a significant role. First, a situational malleability in 

the form of the Pouye language enabled the maintenance of stable meanings for the 

words affected. End vowels frequently took on an [e] or [o] quality regardless of their 

spoken form, which enabled them to connect more closely to the primary vocables in the 
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talmou genre. Sung words could also take up more or fewer syllables than the spoken 

forms without changing meaning or identity. Second, somewhat stable rhythmic 

principles interacted with differently structured texts (malleable). Vocables, or vowels 

functioning as vocables, usually last two beats, whereas other text typically fits one to 

three syllables in the same beat. Composers could include vocables at the beginning or 

midpoint of a line of text or could treat final vowels as vocables at the midpoint or end of 

a text. These variations grounded in strong rhythmic tendencies resulted in metrically 

fresh expressions of the talmou tune. Third, composers could continue to edit their 

composed text when setting it to the talmou tune. In other words, some texts did not align 

with the stable aspects of the talmou tune as well as others and were malleable enough to 

compensate. The older men who set the communally composed text to the tune 

approached the process and edited the texts instinctively, not with specific rules. I 

speculate that this occurred in the compositional process I observed because it was 

inherent to the genre, but it could have happened because many of the younger 

composers were still gaining familiarity with talmou as they contributed initial ideas for 

the new song texts. 

During performance, two additional dynamics came into play: textual variants, 

and stable-malleable aspects of vocables. Performers occasionally sang different versions 

of a text, but afterward identified both versions with the same song. This happened 

infrequently, and I could not discern whether one version was considered more 

authoritative and the other a derivative, whether both were equally valid, or whether one 

was technically inaccurate but the performers preferred to save face by not admitting it. 
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Regardless of the reason, this shows that some words were more important to the identity 

of those songs than others and, as a result, remained more stable.28 The more malleable 

words were not always replaced by words of the same syllabic structure. As a result, 

textual changes affected the rendering of the talmou tune. This suggests that the talmou 

tune does not gain stability after it becomes associated with a particular song but remains 

malleable and subject to the version of the text that people use for that song. This 

attribute could have allowed performers to sing a given song even if they remembered 

only part of the lyrics. This could have helped in the absence of enough yai notiip ramii 

(song-knowing men) or if there had been a significant gap between talmou performances, 

which were not time-bound but based on circumstances. More information and examples 

are needed to study this particular aspect of talmou further, because in general, texts (and 

to some degree the versions of the tune associated with them) remained quite stable from 

performance to performance. 

Vocables had an improvised malleable beginning and a predictable stable end. 

When starting the repeated phrases in the vocable section, everyone would follow the 

vocable construction the leader chose at the time, knowing that it would end in “O.” The 

second set of repetitions used a complimentary form of that vocable construction that 

ended in “E.” For example, a simple “wo” indicated that a simple “ye” would follow; the 

trisyllabic “wiya-o” foreshadowed a corresponding “waiya-we” in the next section. 

Vocable constructions typically did not exceed four syllables (excluding those repeated at 

 
28 I reach a similar conclusion from the song titles, which are derived from some part of the text of 

a song, but not necessarily the first words. 
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the end of the phrase). The choice of simplicity or complexity of vocables may have 

given the leader a subtle opportunity to invite others to enter into his current emotional 

state or an aspect of his personality, but overtly, people viewed it as a simple choice that 

enabled the music to continue. The stable vocables that carried the considerable 

remainder of the phrase enabled the phrase to end strong even if followers needed to 

regroup after being surprised by the leader’s choice of vocable construction. 

Table 9.   Summary of stable–malleable relationships in talmou. 

(More) Stable (More) Malleable 
Fairly consistent tune in witan 
kapalkwi guided composition 

Tune in yai mau adjusted from more 
stable version of tune to fit text 

Predictable use of scale degrees aided 
community participation 

Differing sizes of intervals minimized 
need for specialized ear training 

Melodic hit points aided learning and 
memorizing new songs 

Pitches between hit points resulted in 
aesthetic value of heterophony 

Textual themes provided memory 
trigger and inspired creativity… 

…when new events or people of 
renown in hunting or war arose 

Similar syllable count for lines of a 
song encouraged value of parallelism 

Flexible syllable count between songs 
makes it easier to capture a person or 
event’s essence in few words 

Using many identical words for two 
lines in a song provided a backdrop…  

…to highlight the few changed words 
that gave nuance to the story 

Identity and meaning of sung words 
remained the same as spoken versions,  

allowing composers to adjust form of 
words rather than choose different ones 
to fit aesthetic or practical needs 

Text and vocables follow rhythmic 
tendencies 

Composers can vary order of text and 
vocables to create metrically fresh 
expressions of the talmou tune. 

Composers instinctively knew the 
limits in adjusting talmou tune 

Composers edited text to fit the tune, 
while retaining similar ideas 

Key words enabled songs to retain 
their identities 

Other words could change, affecting 
the rendering of the tune and allowing 
people to sing less well-known songs 

Performers regrouped on “O” or “E,” 
after less predictable phrase beginning 

Leader improvised an initial vocable 
construction for others to follow 
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These examples, summarized in the table above, show the interplay of stable and 

malleable elements within and between talmou texts and tune that lead me to categorize 

talmou as neither logocentric nor musicocentric, but bicentric. The dynamic interactions 

between these elements continued to sustain the talmou tradition until the religious 

changes in the culture would have required more adaptation to the genre than its 

practitioners were ready for at that point in history. 

The stable–malleable relationships in this table apply to songs performed in the 

talmou rituals in the early 1970s and for an unknowable amount of time before then. But 

we can see how talmou and its stable–malleable relationships have adjusted in response 

to various factors since that time. First, I will incorporate the factors Robin Harris uses in 

her Diagnostic Chart (2017, 113) to place talmou on Coulter’s Graded Music Shift Scale 

(2012, 74–76) at three points in history: early 1970s, early 2010s, and at my departure 

from the Pouye in 2017. Then, I will discuss how attitudes toward transforming the 

stable–malleable relationships of talmou across the time periods have impacted the 

tradition’s vitality. 

 

Table 10.   Abbreviated version of Coulter's Graded Music Shift Scale (2012)29. 

GMSS 
level 

Label Description 

1 International A music reaches this level when an international ‘community of 
practice’ forms around it. Ideally, international participation in 
this music will include performance as well as consumer 
consumption.  

 
29 I omit “EGIDS level” and “Movement considerations” columns which are less necessary for 

understanding my discussion. 
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2 National or 

regional 
The music’s reputation grows beyond the home community. 
Community members may receive financial or other support from 
the regional or national level. People outside the home 
community learn to perform the music, and the performance 
becomes iconic of the region or nation. Though not the ultimate 
goal of music revitalization, it can increase confidence in the 
home community. The music’s high profile might open doors for 
community development in other domains.  

3 Vigorous This is the pivotal level for music vitality. In this level, oral 
transmission and largely traditional contexts of education are 
intact and functioning. People have sufficient opportunities for 
performance and young people are learning by observation, 
participation, and appropriate educational contexts. A music can 
exist comfortably at this level without needing to move higher.  

4 Threatened The first level that hints at downward movement, toward 
endangerment. Music is still performed, but changes are 
becoming noticeable: diminishing performance contexts, more 
time given to more recent introductions, more rural-urban 
movement.  

5 Locked The music is known by more people than just the grandparent 
generation, but its performance is restricted to tourist shows or 
other contexts that are not integrated into the everyday life of the 
community. The performance repertoire is fixed and nothing new 
is being added to it. Participation, creative freedom, and grooving 
decline noticeably.  

6 Shifting The grandparent generation is proficient in this music, but fewer 
contexts exist for passing it on to younger people. Possibly the 
younger people do not express interest (or are perceived that way 
by their parents and grandparents). The music is not dead or 
endangered at this level, and can be revitalized, but signs point to 
downward movement and likely endangerment.  

7 Dormant Functional contexts for performance are gone, but recordings and 
other ethnographic description exist. A community could re-
acquaint itself with the music, but its rebirth would likely be 
something different than what it was.  

8 Extinct No one in the community is capable of creating or performing in 
this style. Probably no performance has occurred in the lifetime 
of anyone currently living. No documentation exists. This is rarer, 
as most musics grow into other styles, or stylistic elements are 
perpetuated in related styles. But people may be able to name 
music styles, genres, instruments, or ensembles that they have 
never actually heard. 
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Harris proposes that two key variables determine a genre’s vitality level: 

“transmission, measured by the number and diversity of transmission paths and 

ethnolinguistic contexts; and innovation, revealed through evidences of creativity within 

the boundaries of the genre” (2017, 113). Transmission divides into four sub-categories: 

ethnolinguistic community (ELC) and broader, largely ELC, limited, and none. 

Innovation levels divide into categories of vigorous, moderate, little, or none. Based on 

these factors, a genre fits into one or more adjacent GMSS levels. Harris notes that 

GMSS levels 4 (threatened), 5 (locked), and 6 (shifting/stressed) represent a continuum 

and may exist in tandem. 

Early 1970s talmou was regularly transmitted within the ELC. Some accounts 

suggest that innovation levels were vigorous at that time; others suggest more moderate 

levels. This situation would correlate with GMSS level 3 (vigorous), or 4 (threatened). By 

the early 2010s, only a few especially musical people had transmitted knowledge about 

performing talmou to their children. Young people knew some basic facts about it and a 

few in the parent generation had limited ability to perform it, but no one younger than the 

grandparent generation had participated in integral performances of talmou. No one 

currently performed or composed talmou songs in integral contexts, and likely not at all. 

A few people in the grandparent generation had taken part in integral performances as 

youth, putting the GMSS level at a very weak 6 (shifting/stressed) or perhaps a functional 

7 (dormant). 

I am not well enough acquainted with the decades between 1970 and 2010 to 

provide a full analysis of the movement of talmou through different GMSS levels. 
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However, I find it likely that neither the Diagnostic Chart nor the GMSS descriptions 

(Coulter 2012, 74–76) would completely elucidate which level talmou belonged to at a 

given point. For the first two decades, a large number of people knew how to perform 

talmou but chose not to engage in any integral performances, and severely limited 

transmission and non-integral performances. The wording of the GMSS levels seems to 

indicate that a community has performances in a genre roughly in proportion to how 

many people in the community can perform in the genre, but this does not account for the 

drastic decline in talmou performances compared to the gradual decline in number of 

knowledgeable performers. 

When I left in 2017, revitalization efforts had started to address both transmission 

and innovation. The songwriting workshop acted as a catalyst for both. A high percentage 

of attendees were youth who gained confidence in performing and composing talmou 

songs as they learned from the older men throughout the week. The workshop also 

modeled ways of finding inspiration for new songs and addressed the topic of continued 

innovation. In the week following the workshop, someone wrote another song to go along 

with the theme for Pouye Day 2017. Because transmission takes place during 

performances, the annual Pouye Day event serves as a regular opportunity for 

transmission to take place. Additionally, individual villages have rehearsals to prepare 

songs to sing for each other at Pouye Day, providing more exposure for people who are 

interested. If Pouye Day continues as an annual festival and people continue to put in the 

effort I saw while I was there, then talmou could eventually attain a GMSS level of 3 

(vigorous). But it is harder to identify where on the scale talmou belongs in the 
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meantime. The transmission contexts no longer seem unduly limited, though some 

villages may send larger contingencies to Pouye Day than others depending on the 

distance. This would put 2017 talmou at the “largely ELC” level of transmission. The 

innovation levels also struck me as moderate to vigorous during the time I was able to 

observe. But the community as a whole does not yet have the gradations of experience 

levels one would associate with a GMSS level 3 (vigorous) or 4 (threatened), and song 

composition levels must also stand the test of time. 

Despite an effort toward neutrality, the GMSS levels are worded with an implicit 

assumption that movement is away from the genre, making it harder to identify the 

appropriate level for a revitalizing tradition. Additionally, the GMSS addresses situations 

in which shift is gradual more effectively than situations in which drastic changes happen 

in a short amount of time and the longevity of the impact is unclear. The vitality of the 

genre will only truly change if strong levels of innovation and transmission continue, 

leading to ongoing revitalization. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a 

complementary tool for measuring the GMSS levels of a revitalizing genre or a genre 

quickly undergoing extreme changes, but such tools could be useful developments for 

those involved in revitalization efforts wanting to measure the impact of those efforts and 

gauge what areas need further improvement.30 

 
30 Brian Schrag broadens the GMSS to include all artistic genres in his Graded Genre Health 

Analysis (2015, 332), and Robin Harris combines aspects of Schrag’s and Coulter’s versions in her Graded 
Genre Health Assessment (2017, 112), but neither of these adaptations has introduced alternative or 
additional wordings to refer to revitalizing genres or genres in which the experience levels of musicians do 
not correlate with frequency of performances. 
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In the process of revitalizing, talmou has undergone significant changes. Some of 

these changes occurred because the culture changes that induced talmou performances to 

stop in the first place have remained a part of community life. In the description of the 

dormant level of the GMSS, Coulter writes, “A community could re-acquaint itself with 

the music, but its rebirth would likely be something different than what it was” (2012, 

76). Therefore, some of the changes may also stem from the significant distance the 

community had with their historical tradition. In the rebirth of talmou, elements in each 

of the first six lenses changed, resulting in changes to the workings of the underlying 

symbolic systems. 

The central element that defined space in 1970s was the haus tambaran, which 

divided men from women and the uninitiated; the contemporary version could be 

performed anywhere with sufficient space for the performers, though usually near a 

church if possible. Although the surface manifestation has changed, the underlying 

connection between talmou and religious ritual manifested in spatial considerations has 

remained stable.  

Materials such as instruments and performance attire carried over, but with 

greater flexibility for including the hourglass drum as an additional or alternative 

instrument and modern everyday secondhand clothing under the traditional performance 

attire. Increased malleability in these areas appears practical and a result of changing 

cultural views on modesty, respectively. Religious articles from the 1970s find no place 

in the current talmou practice due to religious changes, but no cultural changes have 

affected the importance of preparing food for performers and spectators. 
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The revitalized form of participant organization has retained the association 

between men and instruments, and dancing open to all; however, women have joined 

men in singing, possibly because women sing in other current church (religious) music 

genres. People do not associate contemporary talmou with hunting or fighting, so men 

did not take part in these activities after performing talmou songs. 

Comparing the Pouye Day with a 1970s talmou ritual in terms of shape through 

time reveals drastic changes, though I am not sure if Pouye people actually consider 

Pouye Day a modern equivalent of the five-day talmou event. Additionally, I have 

attended only Pouye Day 2017 and cannot measure how typical it was. The date of Pouye 

Day 2017 was determined beforehand and then adjusted when people realized that 

elections in their area had landed on the same day. Contingencies from several villages 

arrived in Maurom the day before Pouye Day; others arrived early on the day itself. The 

festivities started in the morning and lasted several hours, including communal singing, 

dancing, praying, presentation of songs and dramas by individual villages, and preaching. 

After the religious activities finished in the early afternoon, people divided up the food 

and ate. Some people remained overnight and others went home after the midday meal. 

There were never physical barriers between men and women, though they sat on opposite 

sides of an aisle, and church and music leaders (all men) sat up front. A few women were 

probably cooking during the morning, but many were fully engaged in the festivities the 

entire time. I believe the adaptations to the traditional shape through time of a talmou 

event occurred because of hybridization. The event structure probably comes from the 

Pouye churches’ practice of inviting each other for occasional group church services, but 
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the content of the rituals on Pouye Day was a combination of the regular church elements 

with talmou songs and other historical cultural elements. 

Shape through time also changed on the song level. In performances of 

contemporary talmou songs, singers usually omitted the witan kapalkwi, and treated the 

repetition structure of the lines of text with greater malleability than the historical songs. 

My recordings of these songs come from soon after their composition, so it is possible 

that the repetition structure stabilized after performers became more familiar with the 

new songs. I received vague answers when I asked why they did not include the witan 

kapalkwi, but two possibilities come to mind. Introduced religious music does not contain 

lengthy sections of vocables, potentially influencing new talmou songs to focus primarily 

on text. Alternatively, the witan kapalkwi section could have had more significance to 

traditional religious practices than interviewees felt comfortable telling me. They may 

have omitted this section in order to downplay the connection to traditional religion, or 

perhaps even to avoid actively practicing some aspect of it. 

Performance features relating to musical aspects of talmou retained more 

continuity with their historical roots than did the poetic features. Melodic contours and hit 

points, rhythmic tendencies in text setting, vocal quality, and adjustments to the sung 

versions of texts followed traditional patterns. Hourglass drums substituted for ei when 

the performance venue did not have at least one, a practical change. New sets of lyrics 

did not necessarily follow the parallel structure common to historic talmou songs. I could 

not discern whether the poetic aspects were unimportant to the new composers, or 

whether more experience would enable them to compose lyrics that meet their own 
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aesthetic standards. Singers did sometimes adjust the lyrics in different performances, as 

they occasionally had for historical talmou songs; the desirability of this practice for 

historical or contemporary songs remains uncertain. 

Lyrical content of new talmou songs includes references to stories from the Bible 

and exhortations to improve relationships through moral living. On the surface, these 

themes differ from historical ones, but they function in similar ways. Referring to the 

actions of Bible characters adapts the historical practice of referencing the actions of 

mythical characters in talmou songs. Moral living and good relationships are strong 

themes in current Pouye religious teaching, which could correlate to the historical 

religious themes of talmou spirits helping people to succeed in hunting and warfare. 

Because the revitalization efforts were in their initial stages at the time of my most recent 

contact, I do not know whether the contemporary themes have since expanded and 

displayed greater malleability than the historical form of talmou, or whether these 

categories continue to dominate the contemporary repertoire. 

The adjustments contemporary talmou has undergone fall primarily in two 

categories. Practical changes allow talmou to take place in an environment no longer 

designed for talmou performances. With continued development, the tradition may revert 

to more historical conventions or the changes may become an accepted norm. Other 

changes stem from current religious beliefs or practices. The Pouye people had to be 

willing to make changes in both of these areas in order for revitalization to take place 

with the resources available in the current cultural environment. In the 1970s they would 

not have needed the practical changes in order to continue the talmou tradition. But either 
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they were not comfortable with increasing the malleability of specifically religious 

elements of talmou to adapt to their new convictions, or it did not occur to them that this 

could be done. In 2015, the Dedes introduced them to the concept of changing 

undesirable aspects of cultural traditions in order to maintain the traditions themselves. 

Whether this was a new idea or whether the cultural distance from talmou in younger 

generations enabled them to accept this idea more readily, the Pouye community latched 

on to this concept. 

A readiness to adapt talmou to a changed cultural environment provided the 

foundation for revitalization, but the stable aspects of talmou provided essential creative 

grounding as new generations began learning how to compose talmou songs. Even the 

oldest members of the community had not performed talmou songs with any regularity 

for forty years. They were young when the performances stopped, and they would not 

have been considered authorities in the tradition at that time. The passage of time thrust 

Linus and Amos to the fore as the current authorities on talmou, even though their 

knowledge of the tradition had not had the opportunity to deepen as it would have for yai 

notiip ramii of the past. But because all talmou songs use a version of the same tune, 

people had confidence that Linus and Amos held the key to writing new songs simply by 

knowing enough existing songs. And as younger generations observed Linus’s and 

Amos’s process, confidence in setting new texts and creating new versions of the same 

ancient tune spread in the beginnings of the talmou revitalization movement. 
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Appendix A: Glossary 

Tok Pisin equivalents are those used by Pouye speakers.  

Auyeyu – Pouye – n. Festive attire (TP “bilas”)  

Ei – Pouye – n. Log slit-gong about 2m. long. (TP “garamut”) 

Haus tambaran – TP – n. “spirit building”; the central building for spiritual activity 

including talmou events. Only initiated men were allowed inside. 

Het kokomo man – TP – n. “head hornbill man”; a spiritual leader vital to the proper 

performance of a talmou event. A man in this position had been a successful 

warrior. 

Kamawana – Pouye – n. A traditional Pouye song and dance event performed to ask 

spirits to stop afflicting someone who had a sore that would not heal at a normal 

rate. 

Man – Pouye – n. A tree of the Gnetum gnemon species. Local uses include eating young 

leaves and fashioning clothing and adornment from its inner bark. (TP “tulip”) 

Mautilau – Pouye – n. A Pouye village bordering and from the same clan as part of 

Yukilau. (TP “Komtin”) 

Nau – Pouye – n. Sago-leaf cuticle skirt; traditional women’s clothing, currently used 

only in talmou and other traditional performances. (TP “purpur”) 

Riiriin – Pouye – n. A traditional Pouye song and dance event performed to ask spirits to 

stop afflicting someone who had a sickness that lasted an abnormally long time.  
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Singsing – TP – n. The broad category of traditional Papua New Guinean song and dance 

events.  

Talmou – Pouye – n. 1. A traditional Pouye song and dance event performed to enlist 

spirits’ help in food-gathering or warfare. 2. Pouye traditional religion.  

Wankain nek – TP – adj.n. same or similar kind of tune (uses classifying idemative). 

Wanpela nek – TP – adj.n. one tune (uses identifying idemative). 

Witan kapalkwi – Pouye – n. The turning; the B section of a talmou song which contains 

vocables. (TP “tanim”)  

Yai mau – Pouye – n. Principal part; the A section of a talmou song which contains the 

song’s text. (TP “as”)  

Yokuota – Pouye – n. A traditional Pouye song and dance event performed for 

exchanging gifts with cousins and possibly to initiate boys into manhood. (TP 

“malankal”) 

You tau – Pouye – n. Penis gourd; traditional men’s covering, currently obsolete but 

ideally used in talmou and other traditional performances.  

Yukilau – Pouye – n. The original Pouye village, from which the others branched out as 

clans developed; my primary area of research.  

Yulal – Pouye – n. A traditional Pouye god categorised as a talmou spirit. 
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Appendix B: Sample Full Transcription 

In this transcription at pitch of Taparai Taparai (Linus et al., 2017/02/06), I indented 

repeated phrases to give visual clarity to the form of the music. 
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This transcription in the notation style I developed features the “hypothetical 

unisons” of Taparai Taparai rather than any one performance. It suggests some common 

variations while presenting the basic tune, giving it a folk “songbook” feel. 
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